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Good afternoon ladies and gentlemen. I hope we're all
ready. I see these microphones are talking back at me. My
name is Gordon Getty, I'm the chairman of the Leakey Foundation and it's my pleasure to introduce Don Johanson who will
be the chairman of the meeting. The Leakey Foundation was
founded in 1967 by a group of businessmen, under the guidance and inspiration of Louis Leakey, and it was set up to
fund researches into human origins. Which never particularly centered on Louis himself, it was proteges of his,
such as the three girls who will be talking to you tonight,
and others, and beyond them it was a number of researchers
who might, or might not, have had anything to do with--am I
getting over?
This wasn't meant to be a comedy show, but I'm doing my
best. Well soon, thank God, you'll be rid of me and then
you'll have Don Johanson and the girls. Right now I should
leave? Don Johanson received his Ph.D. under Clark Howell,
in anthropology from University of Chicago in 1974. He
immediately became, in effect, a famous paleoanthropologist
because fresh out of college he went off to--they had our
region in the Afar River Valley in Ethiopia, began find with
Maurice Tyab and a very small group, they found a remarkable
fossil their very second season there: a kneebone. Next
year it was jawbones and the next year it was Lucy, and from
there on it was more and more and whether or not--since then
political conditions have prevented them from returning the
last two seasons, but there's always hope that that may
improve. And having said that I'll now rid you of me and
give you Don Johanson.
DON JOHANSON: Thank you very much Gordon. Good afternoon
everyone. I must say that it is--seems like I was just here
speaking the other day, I guess it was. It's really, I
think, a unique afternoon and I think it will be a unique
experience for all of us today, because you're all probably
wondering how do you fit and old "stones and bones" man,
like myself, into such an extraordinary program as the one
which we will have this afternoon with Dr. Fossey, Dr. Goodall and Dr. Galdikas.
I think that, really, what we're looking at is an opportunity, kind of a beginning, a first attempt for someone like
myself, somebody who is interested in an bones--and one of
the things that doesn't fossilize very well, as I've said on
a number of occasions, is behavior. And as you will hear a
lot about this afternoon, you will hear a lot about behavior
and you will hear me make some introductory comments about
behavior shortly. But it is a special opportunity because I
think that it is really an example of Louis', Louis Leakey's
dream, about not only the foundation which has enabled this
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research to be conducted, but more importantly the role he
saw himself in as a synthesizer, as someone who obviously
provoked on many occasions, not simply to be nasty or difficult, but to try to get people ask and to ultimately answer
questions which he felt were of extreme importance to not
only understanding where we came from, but also why we are
here today and something about where we might be going
tomorrow.
And what we're going to try to do today in a small way--at
least I'm going to try to do--is to bring to you a vision or
a view from the past. And the researchers who have been
working with living apes will bring you a picture of our
closest cousins. These are the great apes and particularly
the African great apes. But in doing so we are probably
coming closest--the closest we've ever come--to Louis' dream
of the interface between the past and the present. And it
is really a vital attempt--and I think that the human
species as a whole is struggling just as are the relic
species of great apes, for survival. Our survival tends,
probably, to be much more introspective and much more intellectual than that of the apes that we will hear about this
afternoon. But there is, indeed, very interestingly, a
great deal of philosophical overlap between our closest
cousins and ourselves. So that the questions, these vital
questions about humankind's place in nature, really can't be
answered unless we know something about our nearest relatives.
I am not going to take much time this afternoon to introduce
each individual speaker. We have decided this because we
feel that it is most important for the speakers to have a
maximum amount of time in which to portray to you some of
the most exciting observations and comments about our closest relatives. But I would like to say, overall, that you
have a very unique chance this afternoon--a very special
opportunity to hear three scientists who have really been at
the frontier of what it means to do long standing field
work, studying our closest ancestors, under conditions which
are far from ideal. I know from having a delightful lunch
with them today and from knowing them in the past that they
would be the last ones to admit to you, or to tell you, how
difficult, how strenuous and how much dedication is has
really taken to do the work that they have done. So as a
form of introduction for all of them I want you remember
that they have really given themselves. Which is a very
major gift that we should all be very, very thankful for.
And I mean this in the sense of giving their time, but also
giving their money, giving their health in many instances,
and in fact talking about these people working in remote
areas: they are really essentially putting their own lives
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on the line for understanding something that is of extreme
vital importance to all of us. The--can hardly read my
writing here--the personal sacrifice which these people have
committed to their work will be obvious to you when they
talk about their animals--the animals which they have studied--because they will bring to us, I know, a very special
sense of what it means to be human and what it means to be
human looking at our closest relatives.
Today the great apes, the orangutan, the chimpanzee and the
gorillas occupy rather minor, restricted geographical areas
where little environmental change has occurred since the
Miocene of about ten million years ago. The fossil record
shows us that their ancestors, the ancestors for the present
day apes, which are called the Dryopithecus--and I don't
have a slide of a Dryopithecine to show you--but these are
things like Procouncil and so forth--were much more widely
spread over the old world then they are today. Sixteen million years ago when the Euro-Asian bridge was completed so
that, with Africa, these apes spread out and populated all
of the old world, Europe, Asia and Africa. Today I think
it's best to look at them in terms of viewing them as
reliced species.
Now curious is that fact that when these Dryopithecus--when
these ape ancestors were so wide spread, very diversified,
extremely successful, the monkeys were remarkable restricted
in terms of their distribution and their diversification.
Slightly later in time, sometime during the sort of mid- or
late-Miocene, that's something like six to twelve millions
years ago, the Dryopithecines began a rather marked decline.
There was a major ecological change or crisis--if one were
to say that--that prompted this decline by reducing the
tracts of tropical forest that were available for these
apes, with remaining patches of forests, and the development
of mosaic sets of environments. The monkeys, which were
previously restricted--as I said--began really out-competing
the apes and were--for territory as well as for food--and
were very important in the demise of the distribution of
these apes. The monkeys, even more opportunistic, more
adaptable and reproductively more prosperous, obviously,
took over. The living great apes are descendants of populations which are, or were, progressively more restricted to
highly favorable forest conditions where minimal seasonality
and food supply, low predation pressure and limited size of
the home range would be in effect. And this is, of course,
where we find them today.
Our fossil record shows us that hominids and apes avoided
one another since they are not found in any of the old hominids sites like Oligovia or Omo or Hatar where I have
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worked. In fact we do not have any fossil apes between
about nine million years ago and their presence today with
the exception of things like Gigantpithecus and some people
think might even have been an ancestor for, perhaps, the
abominable snowman if he does indeed exist. It was during
this time period that the apes developed their particular
adaptations, their locomotor adaptations in the case of the
chimp and gorilla, that is to say, knuckle walking, or dietary adaptations. Some of them are very specifically adapted
to a particular kind of diet, such as a fruit eating diet.
And all of this has happened or occurred in the ape ancestry
without the benefit of a fossil record.
In terms of relationships, evolutionary relationships, we,
as humans, are very closely related to the apes, particularly the African ape, the Chimpanzee and the Gorilla. This
is evidenced in terms of the anatomy, in terms of the myochemistry, in terms of the DNA and obviously they are indeed
are closest ancestors. We believe that the orangutan split
off much earlier and is more distantly related to us. We
look at the order primates in terms of clumping together
these apes and humans because of their close relationships,
within a super family which is called the Hominoidea, and
within the Hominoidea, and we will talk about them today as
hominids, perhaps meaning both humans and--or man and the
apes--we will talk about hominids, meaning man and his
direct ancestors or we will talk about Pongides, that is the
apes themselves.
Hominids do share--as I said--a very close relationship
with the African apes and anthropologists like myself have
sought for quite some time to establish a link, in the fossil record, between what is ape and what is human. Recently
my colleagues and I announced this new species--which you
have heard me speak about many times, I think--Astropithecus
Afaransis, the Afar ape man, which is quite unique. Best
know, probably, to most of you as Lucy. Very unique because
from the neck up it is very primitive, it is very apelike.
From the neck down it is very humanlike in the sense that it
was walking fully upright just as we walk today. And in
fact we now have not only anatomical evidence--evidence from
DNA, evidence from biochemistry--but also direct fossil evidence of the close relationships between humans and apes.
Hence, even more reason to study the contemporary apes.
One of the--let's see--recently a colleague of mine by the
name of Owen Lovejoy at Kent State has published an article
which has attempted to deal with Hominoid origins--with
human origins. And in this article he feels that there are
several unique characteristics of humans which need to be
considered: 1) that we're walking upright, 2) that we have
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language, technology and culture, 3) that there has been a
suppression of estrus, or sexual signaling, that we see in
the apes, the concealment of ovalation in humans which tends
to produce long-term pair bonds.
And what I wanted to do was to essentially, very quickly,
summarize his particular contribution. That is should be
something that I hope will play a key role this afternoon in
your thinking and in your viewing what you hear. Because I
think it will form a focal point for part of our discussion
this evening. Lovejoy's hypothesis suggested that early
primal hominids were not bipeds but were ground dwelling
hominids which shifted their feeding and reproductive
strategy so that males foraged widely and brought food to
females with whom they had strong pair bonds. Females, he
suggested, were more restricted in their movements and could
cope with more dependent infants. This led to a reduction
in birth spacing. The strong selection for carrying food
back to a home base led to the development of bipedalism.
To reinforce strong pair bonding it is also suggested that
secondary sexual characteristics such as distribution of
hair on the body, the development of breasts, the development of an obvious penis, and so forth, served as sexual
attractive devices. These as well as other characteristics,
he feels, led to the development of individuality. Particular individuality which reinforced the pair bond. Lovejoy
says that intense social behavior would seem to be the most
likely single cause of the origin of human intelligence, if
one is to be isolated.
Now the major implication of this is that all of the necessary aspects of becoming human can be seen in the apes
today. And you will learn a great deal about that this
afternoon. And that unlike the most widely held scenario
that has been accepted for many years, tools: the development of material stone tool culture was not important in the
initial differentiation of the human family, or I should
say, of hominids, to be more correct. Nor were tools, he
felt, terribly important in the development of intelligence.
Which Lovejoy says is very intimately tied to the elaboration of social and reproductive behavior. Pair bonding
obviously had a tremendous benefit in the sense that males
began to become involved with survivorship of the offspring,
that this led, as Lovejoy would say, to increased selection
for intelligence and establishment of paternity led to the
development of something terribly important, which of course
is the nuclear family. And the nuclear family itself, the
sort of behavioral pattern that we associate with hominids
in particular, with humans in particular, is a social unit
which can profoundly affect individual survivorship and ultimately, survivorship of the species itself.
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So it is within this sort of context, where I've tried to
give you the bare bones of the ancestry, that we would like
to listen to some of these talks this afternoon, and to
understand, perhaps, a little bit more about what makes us
unique as humans, but even more importantly, the vital,
critical information that can be gained from studying these
creatures in the wild.
So it gives me especial pleasure to introduce our first
speaker, Dr. Bruta Galdikas, who will talk about the orangutan and hominid evolution. Bruta-BRUTA GALDIKAS: Well thank you very much, good afternoon.
It is a pleasure and a privilege to be here speaking to the
Leakey Foundation Associates, friends, trustees and others.
In a way I feel as though I've come home because the late
Louis Leakey helped initiate my research and the Leakey
Foundation has been very instrumental in keeping my research
going.
For the last 9-1/2 years I have been studying wild orangutan
at the Panjaputing Reserve in Indonesian Borneo. I've studied orangutans for two reasons: First I think it is
extremely useful that we know something about orangutan
ecology, adaptation and behavior. Second I am an anthropologist. In fact for the last four months I have been operating out of an archeology department in Canada. And I feel
that an understanding of orangutan adaptation will help us
understand hominid evolution.
And I think we will just start with the slides. Lights,
action, the works. Now I'd like to back track just a little
bit. There are two sets of apes. There are the lesser apes
or the minor apes and the great apes which are occasionally
also called the major apes. The great apes consist of the
African apes: gorillas, chimpanzees and the sole living
Asian great ape the orangutan. The lesser apes consist of
nine species, eight species of gibbons and one species of
Sioni, these are gibbons. Gibbons are only found throughout
southeast Asia. Don Johanson talked about the fact that the
apes have been in retreat since the Miocene. Of all the
apes that are left on the world today, the lesser apes are
by far the most successful. They are called lesser apes
because they are smaller by a factor of ten than the great
apes. They form--their behavior forms a very tight adaptative package that is somewhat reminiscent of--I also dare
say, humans. They are highly monogamous, highly territorial, they are greatgators par excellence, and in the case
of the gibbons, not to say a man, frugivorous. And it is
very interesting to me to see that in a sense the lesser
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apes are coming back as one possible model for human evolution. You know--shades of the late Robert Audrey--who was
somewhat criticized for saying that perhaps humans were territorial, so on an so forth, based on the lesser ape analogy. I tend to be an Asian ape shovanist. The other Asian
ape, of course is the orangutan and this is the one that I
study.
Now, the orangutans are not as closely related to humans as
the African apes. When I first began my research I had a
very starry-eyed notion that orangutans, you know, were just
as closely related to us as the chimpanzees and the gorillas. It is not so. In fact humans are far more closely
related to gorillas and chimpanzees, then chimpanzees and
gorillas are related to orangutans. That's now far distant
orangutans are. They're a distant third cousin.
This has been put in backwards, I'm very sorry. But it is a
slide of southeast Asia and it shows the two places where
orangutans are still found. They're very much a relic
species, they're only found in the island of Borneo and
northern Sumatra. Ten thousand years ago they were found
throughout southeast Asia as a whole. Unlike the gibbons,
who--which have been estimated at populations exceeding several million--estimates for orangutan populations in the
wild go from something like 2,000 to 10,000. These are just
estimates--or I would call them guesstimates. But they give
you an idea.
Now Borneo is termed Kalimantan by the people who live
there. And Kalimantan means "land of many rivers". And I
think it's a very good name because nothing, nothing typifies Borneo so much as rivers, rain, humidity, swamps, monsoons. And the rivers of Borneo are just incredible. I
have been on some of them, such as the Burito, and when
you're in the middle of these rivers they're many miles wide
at the mouth, you almost have the feeling you're in the
middle of a lake or an ocean. You can barely see the opposite shore. It is said that rivers are the only highways in
Borneo, this is very true because of the swampy nature of
the terrain. There are very, very few roads.
The closest town to the study area where I work is called
Kumy, oh good, you will notice that the mosque is a very
prominent feature of the Kumy landscape. In a way this is
very fortunate because the local population around the Panjaputing Reserve are Moslems and Moslems are very particular
about what they eat. They will not eat pork, for instance,
nor will they eat primates. And this is very different from
the aboriginal Dyak population of Borneo which will eat virtually anything, you know, that creeps, crawls or climbs.
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These are the--some of these Moslem Malays that live along
coastal Borneo.
Very handsome people I think.
When we
arrived at Panjaputing Reserve in 1971 there were people
from Kumy, Moslem Malays, that would come in for several
months.
They would build temporary shelters such as this
one, in fact, we ourselves lived in a shelter very much like
this one for approximately three years and the men would
fish and cut down the forest, burn it and plant dry rice
fields, the women would cut reeds to make mats.
And as you
can see the primary protein source of these Moslem Malays is
fish.
They will take an occasional deer in a trap, but they
are not really into animal protein at all, unlike the
aboriginal Dyaks.
This is the Sucoyocanon River which serves as a boundary of
my 35 square kilometer study area. Shot at the main camp,
Camp Leakey, and this is a causeway that was built by the
Indonesian government so that we could go over the swampy
area from the river to camp, which is high ground. This is
the remnant of an old dry rice field, maybe thirty or forty
years ago. And the rest of this area is all swamp.
And
before we had this bridge it would take us something like
half an hour to get two hundred meters with a load, a load
of rice of other goods, supplies.
In addition to our work with the wild orangutan, we have
rehabilitated captive orangutans to the forest.
There are
two here and the adult female ex-captive here is holding
her infant, who was sired by a wild adult male.
In order to
understand the orangutan we must know a little bit about the
orangutans' habitat.
And this is exclusively tropical rain
forest, the primary tropical rain forest of southeast Asia.
This forest has been described as the richest ecosystem
known on our planet.
And it's not surprising because it has
been in a process of evolution for approximately sixty million years.
In fact there is good evidence to indicate that
flowering plants originated in southeast Asia.
And it is
flowering plants that form the majority of the vegetation
that covers this earth today.
So this is where it all
started, and its been going on for sixty million years and
there is no other place on earth where there is such a diversity, such a richness of species, of flora and fauna.
For instance, in the forests of Malaysia alone there are
20,000 species of wild orchids and here's a few of them.
20,000!
Another member of the Malaysian southeast Asian
this is a very happy leach because it's full.

ecosystem,
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Thirty percent, approximately one third, of the study area
where I work consists of peat swamp forest. And botanists
who visited this forest told me a very interesting thing: he
said that he had undertaken a study of a Miocene peat swamp
forest in north Borneo and compared it with modern peat
swamp forests in Borneo and found that the species of-frequencies and genra of trees in these forests were almost
the same. And, if you remember from Dr. Johanson's talk,
the Miocene is close to the period where the pongides began
to diverge from the hominids. So I like to think that if
this forest in my study area is similar to the one in the
Miocene, that what I have here--that what we have here--is a
little piece of the Garden of Eden.
The orangutan research and conservation project has never
been a one woman endeavor. For the first seven and a half
years my former husband, Ron Brindermore, worked with me.
In addition to the wild orangutan research, he also was
very, very effective in conservation. And I cannot tell you
how many hundreds of people, hundreds of illegal loggers he
chased out of the reserve, and how many dozens of huts he
burned. And one of the Indonesian forestry men said that
the reason the Panjaputing Reserve is safe today has to do
with the presence of Ron Brindermore. And I can say that
now. In addition to Ron, my former husband, in 1975 we had
Indonesian forestry officers who functioned as guards and
managers of the reserve stationed at camp Leakey. Also I
have had over twenty Indonesian students work with me from
the Universitadas National in Jacarta. I've had four North
American students, Carrie Yager is the first one who is running the camp in my absence. Sarah Zucca who was there for
three months. Ruth Hamilton, whom I hope is in the
audience, worked with me for three months in 1980. There
were two Dyak work assistants in front of Ruth-And this is just a little detail from one of their swords.
I thought it was a beautiful picture so I put it in. No
significance really. But the core of the orangutan project,
since 1976, has been a crew of Dyaks, assistants who are not
native to this coastal area of Borneo. In a sense I have
imported them to this area. And I have done so for areason. Before you can study wild orangutans you have to find
them. And looking for them is like looking for a needle in
a hay stack. I cannot tell you. They are very quiet, they
don't move far in the course of a day. The forest is very,
very dense. So sometimes a meter away you can't see anything. If a human was a meter away I couldn't see them.
And what these Dyak assistants have done, is they have emancipated me. In the early days I used to spend days, literally weeks walking, walking, walking, searching for orangutans until I was ready to drop. And we have over a hundred
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and thirty kilometers of trails in the study area. And we'd
just walk and walk. And now these Dyak assistants do the
searching for me so I do not have to do it as much.
I might mention one other thing that the Dyaks do. And we
have five thousand trees inventoried, another words we have
tags on every single one of these five thousand, inventoried
and identified in 8 botanical plots that span five different
habitat types, peat swamp, grass fields, so on and so forth.
Every month these Dyak assistants go out and they check
every single one of these trees to see if they are fruiting
or flowering or bearing young leaves. We do this because we
need an independent inventory of the orangutan's habitat.
The orangutan is called, orangutan in Malay, "person of the
forest", and indeed, these Dyaks are also called people of
the forest. And the orangutan is not only shaped by the
forest it lives in but it also shapes the forest because the
orangutan being frugivorous, or fruit eater, it eats the
pulps of these fruits. The seeds, however, pass through its
digestive system and scattered as the orangutan moves
throughout the forest. So I like to think that the
orangutan is functioning as a gardener in the Garden of
Eden. Really, preserving the Garden of Eden.
Now, when you first start looking for orangutans it takes
you many days. It's not easy to find them. And this is
normally what you see. You know, a hundred feet up, thirty
meters up in a canopy you'll see this sort of red blob and
maybe hear a few leaves russle, or a few fruit skins drop.
And that's the only clue that there's an orangutan up there.
Upon meeting an orangutan for the first time, the orangutan
will make a sound that sounds like a passionate kiss, it's
called a kiss squeak. And it will shake branches or throw
them. And this was an adult female that was surprised near
a river, so she was very, very close. And that's what she's
doing, she's making this very passionate kiss sound and
shaking this palm tree.
I think the best way to understand orangutan adaptation if
to go through an orangutan's life. I'm not the only person
who has studied wild orangutans. There have been research
projects in Goonolozer Reserve in northern Sumatara, also
others in Kuta Reserve, so on and so forth. Nonetheless,
the picture that I would paint, the picture that I will
describe is very fundamental. No matter where you go in
Borneo or Sumatara, orangutan social organization, the
nature of orangutans does not change. The details do but
the nature doesn't.
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Orangutan, unlike all other monkeys and apes, are solitary
in adulthood.
This is what makes them unique.
This is what
makes them different from all other monkeys and apes.
When
an orangutan is born it will probably be born in a nest, if
the two births we have been very fortunate to see, or see
part of them, are any indication.
The mother will have been
alone for a long time because that's the way she normally
is, alone.
In one case the mother ate the placenta, and
that was the mother who was actually a grandmother and in
the other case primaparis mother, and she didn't.
For the
first three years of life, the infant will cling to the
mother, either to her neck, to her side, or even to the top
of her head.
And this is a close up, this is not a wild
orangutan, this is an infant ex-captive, but I use the picture here to show you what an infant orangutan looks like.
People say that it looks sort of like a spider.
And other
people have told me, who've come to camp, they say "Oh my
goodness, all the orangutans look pregnant, with this big
stomach.
That is normal.
And again these white patches on
the snout, eyes on the body of the orangutan, as this infant
female grows up these patches will turn dark and by the time
she's fully adult her skin will be totally black.
And in
fact when--because their hair is rather sparse--when you get
them in the shadows you can't see the hair.
The light goes
right through the hair, they're black they're not red at
all.
And they just melt into the canopy.
One of the things that our long term study has told us is
this:
When I first went into the forest I assumed that
orangutan females gave birth every three, four or five
years.
This is what the literature said.
But the longer
that I've been there the longer it seems that every single
life stage of the orangutan takes.
So that now we know that
orangutan females do not give birth more than once every
eight or nine years.
It is only when the orangutan juvenile
is seven or eight years of age that it becomes weaned.
It
is weaned by its mother.
And the mother becomes pregnant.
Orangutans are very different from the other apes.
The
other great apes because they do not show any physiological
signs of estrus, outward physiological signs.
They do not
have these marvelous red pathological looking red swellings
that the African, the chimpanzees show.
You know, they're
so red that they must glow in the dark.
Well orangutans
don't have any of it.
What they do show, however, is very
interesting.
They show a swelling of the genitalia during
pregnancy.
And you can monitor an orangutan's pregnancy
very well.
And it seems that once an orangutan female
becomes pregnant her genitalia began to swell up and turn
white, sort of whitish-pinkish.
And she no longer mates
with males.
Again this is different from the African apes.
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So you know precisely when an orangutan female conceived.
As long as her genitalia are not covered by hair which is
sometimes the case with the wild ones.
This picture was taken when the adult female was pregnant.
She's about three or four months pregnant. She was in the
process of weaning her juvenile son. It is at this point in
an orangutan's life that the history of males and females
began to diverge. Females are not weaned in the harsh manner it seems that the males are. Again, our sample is very,
very small. In fact, when I was writing up my thesis several years ago I went to a statical consultant, and one of
the things he said to me, he said, "Surely in your field
there are nonstatistical means of handling the data. Well
that was because my samples were so small. Nonetheless they
are better than samples from other areas. But it seems as
though males are rejected by their mothers very, very
harshly. So in this case, this was Cara, her son was called
Carl, it got so bad that sometimes Carl would go into a
fruit tree with his mother. Cara would glance up from the
fruit she was eating and Carl would squeal in terror and
race from the tree. Sometimes he would be attacked so
badly, for no apparent reason, he would be bitten. And Cara
was gradually saying to him, whenever he entered a tree,
this tree is simply not big enough for the two of us. And
that's what it seems as though she was saying. He would
enter her night nest with her, in few minutes she would get
up, make a new nest a few branches down. Less than a year
after the birth of the new infant, Cara's new infant, Carl
was wandering the forest by himself. And when he entered a
fruit tree where his mother was eating, if we had not known
from before that this was a mother and her son, there was no
way on earth that we could have guessed from their interaction, or lack of it. No way.
Now, what this means, this has implications for the study.
This means that generally we don't know who the mother's of
the subadult males are or the adolescent males. But we do
know who the mothers of adolescent females are because there
is always a female that they have a very close association
and we assume it's mother.
Once orangutans leave their mothers, they go through a
period where they're somewhat social. So for instance, adolescent females spend something like 75% of their time with
other orangutans, either with their mother or other immatures. But it again, at this point, a pattern common in
orangutan adaptation has begun to emerge. And that is:
males follow females, females follow females, but males do
not travel with other males. In 9 and one half years I have
seen males and females, females and females, adolescent fem-
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ales--immatures together hundreds of times. I have only
seen two subadult males alone something like five or six
times. And this a good case, these three immatures traveled
together for something like three weeks. But it was very
clear that each of them--each of the males was independently
following the adolescent female.
The subadult males go through a stage, subadulthood, that
the females do not go through. Subadult males are smaller
than the· fully adult males. Now remember the adult males
are twice the size of the adult females. And the subadult
males are already larger than an adult female but they're
not the huge size of the fully adult males. And because
this occurs there's an interesting behavior that takes place
in terms of subadult male-female interaction that I will get
into later.
This is a fully adult orangutan male. You can tell by the
cheek pads, throat pouch, the beard. There's nothing like
this in the forest other than an adult male. And, again,
when I first went into the forest I assumed that an adult
males was maybe ten or twelve years of age. Now we're
beginning to feel that in order to reach the stage of development a male has to be eighteen years of age. Or perhaps
even twenty years of age. Takes an awful long time for
those males to become fully mature.
And what you have in the forests of Borneo this: the male is
rejected by his mother and he starts traveling. He leaves
her home range and he goes--we don't know how far. The adolescent female is not rejected so harshly by her mother.
She doesn't go very far. So a female probably dies only one
or two kilometers from where her mother was born. A male
probably dies--who knows--a hundred kilometers from where
his mother was born. So you have the forest, you have these
female, adult females and offspring, evenly distributed
throughout the forest, and then you have these big adult
males and subadult males just cruising throughout the forest, and they're looking for females, they're looking for
food. And female's home range may be five or six square
kilometers in size. An adult male, such as this one, all we
know is that not one single adult male or subadult male has
spent the entirety of the nine and a half years within the
thirty-five square kilometer study area. So it has to be
larger than thirty-five square kilometers.
Dominant males, and we believe that dominance is linked with
residence, dominant males will sometimes settle down for a
few years in a small area. And in the nine years we've had
a series of dominant males--we call resident males--Throatpouch was the first one, Nick--this one--most habituated
male of all, he was three years in a small area. And it was
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during the three years that he was sort of resident north of
our study area--I mean north of our main camp--that he would
come and consort with an adolescent female named Noisy.
This is very interesting because Noisy, being an adolescent
female, frequently traveled with subadult males. But as
soon as she came into estrus, as soon as she became sexually
receptive--and we could only tell from her behavior--her
behavior changed. She would find Nick even though she was
being trailed by subadult males and she would travel with
Nick for up to maybe ten days during which she would consort. And it was very, very clear that it was Noisy who was
choosing Nick. And this makes sense. The reason it makes
sense is this: The orangutan male is big, when he moves he
makes an awful lot of noise, he goes through the forest giving a long call, and this long call is the most intimidating
sound to be heard in the Borneian jungle. It sounds like
--it starts out with a low rumble that peaks to a loud,
incredible bellowing. Sounds like a drunk elephant or a
crazy ungulet. Just absolutely insane sound. And then it
tapers down to a low grumbling again. And of course the
natives say--they say that the orangutan is sighing because
his bride left him on his wedding night. And there's a
grain of truth to it. And a lot of other things that they
say--but I think that's the most truthful. And this is the
sound that serves to attract the females to the adult males.
And the subadult males do not give forth this long call.
The adult males also go through the forest crashing these
snags to the ground. So on a windless night, or even a day
if you hear the sound of a branchless tree dropping some
distance you know there's an orangutan there. You know
there's an adult male advertising his presence. He's telling the world that he's sexy, that he's available, that's
he's big, that he's everything that a female would ever
want. So come and get him. That's what he's saying. And
those females that want it do find him.
So you see, the subadult males can't do this. So the subadult males engage in a very unusual behavior in the animal
kingdom. And that behavior is called rape. They go around
the forest raping adult females. And there are veritable
battles between an adult female with an infant and a subadult male. And these have nothing to do with aggression-nothing--nothing to do with dominance. Because relationships between the sexes among orangutans are very benign.
They have to do with reproduction. And we know that,
because as soon as the female stops struggling the male
stops fighting. And as soon as he gets what he wants, he
leaves. He doesn't bother the female anymore. But these
are rapes, seem to be reproductively not too successful and
most infants seem to be born out of a series of consortships
over the months that are initiated by the female.
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Now, I mentioned that the birth interval is eight or nine
years. This means that a female comes into estrus, is ready
to mate, once every eight or nine years. So you can understand why there are a lot of, you know, big adult males who
are very grumpy and bad natured, roaming the forests of Borneo. I mean females are a real rare commodity. And they
fight, and this is the first time that I've ever shown these
slides, as far as I know this is the first known--that anybody has photographed two adult male orangutans in combat.
And what happened here was that an adult male was in estrus
with a female--was traveling with an estrus female, he came
upon another male and there was a battle that took place for
about fifteen minutes. And there are two males sort of facing each other on the ground. Ah, here it is. This is the
resident male who's name is Ralph. And Ralph is the one
who, who fought with Nick. And I was very fortunate to see
one of these fights. He was the winner. This is what the
winner looks like. The wounds that the winner bears. You
should have seen the wounds in Nick. This was shortly
afterwards, he left the study area and I have not seen him
since 1977. The only time that adult males will have combat
is in the presence of an estrus female.
And these combats must be a relatively frequent occurrence
in the life of an adult male. In the case of Ralph I've
been very fortunate to see two of these combats. They were
four years apart, simply because virtually every single
adult male that has appeared in the study area is a case
study in walking wounded. I mean they have missing lips,
torn lips, missing eyes, scars, gibbled fingers, missing
toes. Nearly everyone of them has something dreadfully
wrong. And orangutans can live in zoos up to 57 years.
That's the longevity record for two at the Pittsburgh zoo.
The last stage in an orangutan's life is old age. This is
the oldest orangutan we ever came across. He was an old
male. The first time I saw him I didn't realize that he was
an adult male because his cheek pads were so withered that
they'd folded over very--barely visible. He was very difficult to follow because he was so slow, he was so laborious
in the trees, he could barely move. It was almost like a
study in slow motion when he moved. And before when he was
on the ground, before you knew it, you could be right on top
of him. And shortly after--about a year after we first met
him we found his carcass, his corpse on the forest floor.
And it was being devoured by pigs. And I think that is the
ultimate fate of all wild orangutans, whether they die in
the forest or on the ground--they are consumed by wild pigs.
Now orangutans are frugivorous, the consume over 175 differ-
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ent types of wild fruits in the Panjaputing Reserve. This
is the fabulous durian of Borneo, what it looks like--this
is what, you know, the great 19th century naturalists recorded--such as Wallace recorded orangutans eating. This thing
looks lethal and it is. These spines are very sharp. In
Indonesia people are repeated warned not to go under durian
trees because if you get hit by this you've had it. And
people occasionally do get hit by it.
Now, there's a very important point I would like to make
mention, and that is that in our studies with the orangutan
at the Panjaputing Reserve we have documented an ecological
separation of the sexes. Adult males spend considerably
more time on the ground than the females, in fact the local
people say that they've not even the same animal. Males and
females of different species. And that is the male spends
66 minutes on the ground per day. The adult females only
spend three minutes.
The males eat a somewhat different diet than the females.
The males will spend more time eating termites, the females
will spend more time in the trees. Here's a female adult
negotiating between two trees--negotiating her way. Females
will spend more time eating bark and young leaves. But
there is virtually no sharing. And I hate to even mention
chimpanzees, you know, when the world expert on chimpanzees
is sitting here in front of me, Dr. Jane Goodall, but I
would like to mention one little thing and that is when we
look at chimpanzees, it really interesting that--it seems to
be that an ecological separation of the sexes also exists
among chimpanzees. There you have males doing most of the
hunting and female doing most of the extraction of social
insects, but in that case you do get sharing. And the sharing seems to be more one way. At least if prey it goes from
male to female. So we have a nice continuum, orangutans
ecological separation of the sexes, no sharing. Chimpanzees, same thing some sharing.
Orangutans, unlike chimpanzees, also do not exhibit very
sophisticated tool using technology, but they do make nests
every night and they also cover themselves with leaves, so
they will make overhead platforms.
In addition to the work with the wild orangutans we also
rehabilitated ex-captives. And much of the intuitive things
that I know about orangutans I learned from being a mother
to many of these infants. And many times I had no choice.
This was a picture that was taken last year. And I included
this picture to show you that orangutans are not antisocial,
they are only asocial.
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Again ex-captive orangutans use a lot of tools as compared
to the wild orangutans. I've documented all kinds of tool
using behaviors in the ex-captive. Now the differences
between what constitutes a human and an orangutan were only
make clear to me once I gave birth to my first son, Ben. I
was raising an orangutan at the same time as I was raising
Ben. The orangutan was the same age. And it was very
interesting that--the differences that emerged between Princess and Ben. Could be summarized as the kinds of differences, the social, cultural and physical anthropologists
have said were important in the divergence of the hominids
from the apes. So in other words, when you gave some materials to Princess she either ate it or she made a nest with
it, or she put it on her head.
Ben, on the other
whenever anybody,
tool. He shared,
mother because he

hand, was a tool using biped who watched
either an orangutan or a human used a
he shared food, is a problem to me as a
always gave food away.

My time is running short. I'd like to mention another feature of humankind seems to--that for a long time was said to
be a Rubicon between the humans and the apes. And that is
language. I had a student, Gary Shapiro, who attempted to
teach sign language to some of the ex-captive orangutans
associated with the project and he was relatively successful. He taught 20 signs to an adult female, and he taught
over 30 signs to this juvenile female, Princess, that I had
initially started to raise.
The orangutan is in grave danger of extinction, like Dr.
Johanson said, Don Johanson said the apes have been in
retreat since the Miocene, well, unfortunately humans are
helping that retreat. And the tropical rain forests of Borneo and of southeast Asia as a whole are being annilated,
being cut down at an incredible rate. Every second we sit
here something like ten acres is being cut down.
This is what the forest looks like when the loggers have
built their roads through it.
I'd like to just say one thing--have a feeling my time is
almost through--and that is: People frequently ask me, they
say, "Well, for goodness sakes, you've been in the forests
of Borneo for 9-1/2 years, what have you learned? What have
you really learned about orangutans? What have you really
learned about humankind?" And what I've learned is this--or
one of the things that I've learned is this: And that is
that if you take orangutans, you take the chimpanzees, and
then you take humans as a series--with orangutans you have
males and females doing different things, leading separate
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lives, extracting different resources from the environment,
no sharing. You look at chimpanzees--chimpanzees lead less
separate lives, apparently males and females do live in the
same community, according to Dr. Goodall, but still there is
an ecological separation of the sexes and there is sharing.
When you get to humans, when you get to technologically
primitive hunters and gatherers you get a situation where
males and females depend on each other for subsistence. The
females are still doing something different from the males,
but they've come together and they are dependent on each
other for their survival.
When you ask, or when we ask: what is it that ultimately
humans from apes? I think it has to do with the way that we
are organized. Males vs female. It doesn't have to do with
tool use simply because all the great apes are expert tool
users. It doesn't have to do with cranial capacity because
some the caetations, the whales and the dolphins, show, you
know, bigger brains than we do. Even in terms of body size
ratio. Adrain Courtland, the Dutch ecologist once was asked
why the great apes didn't have language and his comment--his
answer referred to chimpanzees, but I think it also is
appropriate to orangutans, gorillas as well. He said, "The
great apes do not have language because they simply have
nothing to say to each other." And I think that is the difference. We humans have a great deal to say to one another.
Thank you.
DON JOHANSON: Thanks very much Bruta for a very remarkable
portrait of one of our more distant cousins, but one that
has probably got some aspects of its behavior, and its natural history that may play a very important role in understanding our origin even though filogenetically or in terms
of evolutionary history they're much more distantly removed
from us. The idea of sharing is something I didn't talk
about at all its an aspect of human beings which is very
particular. And as we probably will grow more philosophical
as the day goes on, may ultimately be one of the most important things to assure our survival.
Speaking of survival, I would now like to turn to Dr. Diane
Fossey, who will talk about the survival of free ranging
mountain gorilla groups. Diane.
DIANE FOSSEY: Bruta, I do want to thank you for a lovely
talk, that was just great. I would like to dedicate this
talk to the memory of two very special gentlemen. One of
course is Louis Leakey, if it hadn't been for him none of us
would be here right now. And the second very, very special
person is Alan O'Brien, the founder of the Leakey Foundation
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in 1968. It was Alan who first came here with me, it was
Alan who showed me this tremendous auditorium, and scared
me to death. I think these are two very special people and
were it not for them, you know, we'd all be out doing shopping in the supermarket, or something, just now.
I'm sorry about this leaning--maybe. I'm going to start you
out with a history of the gorilla, and that's really history. It begins, if you will, in 470 B.C. A Greek explorer
by the name of Hanno was cruising along the west coast of
Africa. He docked and he captured--discovered and captured
four hairy savages. Now Hanno didn't know anything about
apes and he assumed these to be humans and because they were
females, in the ancient dialect of the Teutonic Greeks' he
named them gorrili, which meant female. Hanno and the sailors had been at sea a long time. They're called actually,
Hanno's horny helmsmen. The four females did not make it.
Their skins, however, ended up in Carthage in a temple and
they remained there until the fifth century BC when they
were destroyed, Carthage was destroyed by the Romans. And
that is the beginning of gorilla history.
But the gorillas themselves were not known to scientists of
Europe or America. Not scientifically described until
1847--there's quite a gap there. As you know, there are
three subspecies of gorilla. On the western coast of
Africa, the lowland gorilla--these are by far the most
numerous in captivity, in the wild also the most numerous, 9
to 10,000. In central Africa there is the eastern lowland
gorilla, gorilla gorilla grori. In the wild there are
reputedly four to five hundred, very, very few in captivity.
The gorilla subspecies I'm going to talk to you about today
is the rarest of all, and this is the mountain gorilla.
Only to be found in the varungas of Zaire, Rwanda and
Uganda. May I have the first slide please.
Pardon. Damn. Mountain gorillas live in stable, cohesive
familial units known as groups. Very, very tight family
bonds, kinship ties. I have been in this country on the
varungas since 1967. And these are the animals I have been
privileged to meet. To get you a little bit orientated, the
Parkta Varungas are shared by the three countries Uganda-there's thirty square kilometers of park, so called protected land. It's protected on paper. But the varungas in
Zaire is 220 square kilometers, that's two thirds of conversation area. There's very little protection for the gorilla
there. In Rwanda Parkta Volcan, 175 square kilometers.
Only in Rwanda has protection--conservation efforts been
made. But sometimes the government doesn't always
cooperate.
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George Shaller, twenty years ago he worked at Makano. His
camp was just there, where I began my work in 1967. George
Shaller estimated between four to five hundred mountain
gorillas remaining within the varunga. Twenty years later
census were conducted for my camp showed only 220 mountain
gorillas remaining within the varungas. This implies a
50% reduction in only twenty years' time. Two thirds of the
mountain gorillas known to have been killed within the last
--or to have died within the last--twenty, thirteen years
have been killed by poachers. The census work has shown
on Mount Moavora only six animals remain. That's a nonviable population. On Gahinga, no gorilla. Sobeaneo, 28;
The Sookee, 80; Makeeno, 86; Karasimbe, 15. It is my estimate that the mountain gorilla is going to be another
species discovered and extinct within the same century.
The park land, the protected area that's shown in the slide
twenty years ago consisted of 500 square kilometers. It's
now been reduced to 375 square kilometers. The name Runga,
varunga comes from the word, the word, the local word runga
which means to mix. Because the clouds often obscure the
tops of each mountain. These are sixteen--up to sixteen
thousand feet in height. There're only four other areas in
all of Africa that reach this altitude, thus the Varunga
Mountains form a unique water shed and a unique ecosystem
for the surrounding areas.
Rwanda consists of 10,000 miles--10,000 square miles and its
got a population of 780 people per square mile around the
park. As may be seen here there is no buffer zone between
the cultivation and the park land. That is cultivation and
that is so called Parkta Volcan, the beginning of it. In
1967, when the Africans began clearing this land 22% of the
park was removed, the Parkta Volcan, for cultivation
purposes. As far as three miles distance from what is now
the current park boundary, Africans would bring me remnants
of gorilla skull skeletons. It gives you some idea how far
away the gorillas could range before man's encroachment into
their terrain.
The park now only has, Parkta Volcan in Rwanda, has only 46
square miles for what is left of its gorilla population of
roughly 150 animals.
I'd like to leave civilization behind, quite frequently, and
just go back to camp and go back into the heartlands of the
mountains. My camp is situated at 10,000 feet, adjacent to
the 12,000 foot Mount Vsoake which was formed roughly
100,000 years ago. Vsoake itself was only discovered in
1899 by a German explorer, Von Gabringy, who was the same to
discover the mountain gorilla in 1902. The eastern half of
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Mount Vsoake lies in Rwanda and the western half in Zaire.
Mountain gorillas cross the boundaries regularly, they don't
carry visas. But the fact that they do cross the boundaries
regularly is important because it means only international
cooperation is necessary if the mountain gorilla may survive
at all.
This area that you see here is the last stronghold for the
mountain gorilla. It's the only area untouched by cultivation, and it's what I call the heartland of the volcanos.
Now as I told you, gorillas reside in familial groups
bounded by strong kinship ties. Of 22 groups within the
Varunga Mountains the mean group size is 10 animals.
Although a group size may vary from between 2 to 20 animals.
And each group is lead by a dominant silverback. Pushed the
wrong button. The dominant silverback is a male over the
age of thirteen. Now there is a morphological maturity not
necessarily related to reproductive ability. So as males
mature their back will silver--the hair on their backs will
silver--perhaps at the age of ten, begin to silver. But
this does not mean that they are sexually mature. And it
takes a very, very experienced male to led a group. The
silverback is the groups undisputed authority. He leads
them in travel, he leads them in feeding, he dictates the
time of day they will rest, the time of day they will move
and where they will go and how fast they'll move to get
there.
Each group also contains between four to six females, adult
females. First generation females or older ones are usually
mated to the dominant silverback for life. The young adult
females of a group often transfer out of their natal groups
to avoid the presumed deleterious effects of inbreeding
which I'll speak about momentarily. Older females only
transfer out if they have prolonged lactation. Prolonged
lactation appears to delay conception and the females who
are nursing son or daughters, whatever, offspring of the age
of four years. They are not able to conceive, therefore,
they will leave their four year olds behind and go to
another group where they can conceive an infant. This has
happened in only two cases with older females. Groups also
consist of the beautiful infants and juveniles, maybe three
to six of them within a group. The children of the dominant
offspring and the supportive male.
Silverbacks may be supported by other males if there are
breeding opportunities within a group. So there can be two
males siring infants within one group.
The really important question is how are groups formed.
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Mature males who lack breeding opportunities within their
group have to leave their natal group at about the age of 11
to 13 and they go out and try to find females on their own.
And they're called lone silverbacks. Such as seen here.
For the first to four months they'll travel peripherally to
their groups within three hundred meters from their groups
seeking to find a range land that might be suitable for
themselves to set up for their own eventually harem. And
then they go even further away. And they may travel in this
solo fashion for three to four years as a lone silverback.
During this period they gain experience in interactions with
other groups and they need this experience. Not only to
acquire the female but in order to retain her against other
silverbacks who might also be seeking her. It's interesting
to note that in captivity males may reproduce--sire infants
--at the age of seven years. But in the wild a male has not
yet been known to be fertile before fifteen years of age
because of this period of adolescent sterility, this period
of gaining experience.
Now the process by which males acquire females is called
intragroup intra-intragroup interactions. And a lone male
is quite anxious to seek these. And you may follow a young
male throughout the forest, it's rather difficult, actually
because they do move quite a bit. And you will find him
attracted to the vocalizations of other groups, particularly
when a female is in estrus in other groups. And in this
particular slide a lone male is scanning the terrain because
he himself is approaching another well established group in
order to acquire a female.
Well intragroup interaction, if you will note here please,
there are three silverbacks from three distinct social
units. Now the upper silverback represents a nonviable
group, there is only himself and his son within the group.
The old lady of the group had died prior to this of natural
causes. The silverback in the middle was a lone silverback
but with somewhat of a pathological nature, his name was
Arnock. And that's exactly the way he was throughout the
study period until he finally disappear. I could not lie, I
gave up on him. In fact I actually lost the old man, I
don't know what happened to him. The fellow on the bottom
is Uncle Bert and he had a well established group of 13
individuals but Uncle Bert had inherited the group upon the
natural death of his father. And he also was very inexperienced. And he had not learned how to keep his females away
from the more experienced animal. During this interaction,
which lasted for two days, the top silverback, Rafeke gained
two females from Uncle Bert and with these he eventually
breed. So he was forming, if you will, another group. And
this is the way a group is started. It's all very simple.
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Now there is some other side point about interactions that
wounds, of both males and females. 62% of all wounds thus
far observed have occurred because of interaction. This old
man, Beehoven, well you know I never dreamed I'd be calling
Beehoven Beehoven in public when I named him in 167.
There
was also a Bartek and a Brahms in this group. When went out
and found their own groups. But old Beehoven here acquired
a very serious arm wound during an interaction, in fact his
humerus, the head of his humerus hung out for six months.
During that particular interaction, which another group had
inflicted upon their group, group five, he had been
supported by his son Ichuras. Ichuras was so named because
when he was only an infant he was flying through the air, it
was lovely to see--his child through the trees--! mean, in
the air, so he was named Ichuras easily. He supported his
father and I wonder, without Ichurases help what would have
happened to Beehoven. They lost no animals from their group
because of Ichuras.
Thus far, within thirteen years of study, 64 skeletal specimens have collected. Most of these have gone to the Smithsonian for analysis. Of the silverback specimens 74%
revealed signs of healed head wounds. 80% of the silverback
specimens had broken or missing canines. Two silverback
skulls, I found as I was cleaning them, the tips--the canine
tips of other gorillas embedded in the supraorbital crest.
This gives you some idea of the power of a silverback's
bite. But what should be noted here please, that the boney
tissue had grown over, partially obscuring the tooth of the
other gorilla, the biting gorilla, so that these bites it
was known but they could only have occurred during the formative years. They were not the reason for the animals
death. Analysis of one skull showed that the animal could
have been blinded on that side. I always think about the
power of their teeth when they're gnaw on me when I come
home. But in friendship, they just love to gnaw on your
legs. And I always think of this slide--!-- So we can ask
them about the function of the canine, and I say it is for
defense. It's for acquisition of females, it's for greeting
the observer. And it's also for the purposes of infanticide.
Now here we have a nine month old infant who was killed by
infanticide. Now one third of all infants within the study
group have died from infanticide. Infanticide occurs when a
female has a dependant infant and an alien male, seeking to
acquire that female, has to kill the infant in order to
speed the female to estrus and reduce the time that he has
to wait to breed with her. Also he is killing the offspring
sired by a competitor. Keep in mind that most females,
young females do transfer out of their groups so they can go
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to other groups. Start anew, because this brings in a whole
new explanation of female dominance hierarchy. It's necessary for you to know that females within a group establish a
very, very strong linear dominance hierarchy. And rank
order depends upon acquisition order to the male. Thus the
first female acquired by a silverback is the dominant female
of the eventual--the forming group. The second female is
the second dominant, and on it goes. It's that simple thus
far, that we've discovered. So now you can understand why a
young female will leave, why she'll go to another group.
She's got three options doesn't she? She can go to a lone
silverback where she'll be the dominant female in time, she
can go to a small group where she may have improve her status and that of her offspring or the least favorite option,
she can go to another large, established group.
That makes you--these previous slides--maybe the last six or
so of them, may make you think that my God all gorillas do
is going around and interacting and killing and biting each
other. That's not quite true, maybe a group would have one
or at the most two interactions a month. Interactions
increase in frequency if there's a low ratio of females to
males. Right now the ratio within the study population of
41 animals is one male to 1.5 females, it's very low. And
also if there's an overlap of ranges. This increases interactions, but by far and away the most part of a gorilla's
day is just spend normally chewing, feeding, sleeping,
lovely.
Now gorillas primary--there food sources is herbaceous
ground foliage such as celery, seen here. Celery may grow
up to eight feet in height there. We don't have that much
salt for it though. And it's terribly, terribly bitter.
And because the ground foliage such as celery, thistles,
nettles it provides a great deal of moisture and gorillas
are seldom seen drinking. Bruta, I very much liked your
thought about the gardeners in the Garden of Eden. I wish
that had been my line. I really liked that. There is a
possibility that my gardeners may improve their habitat
because the padded knuckles of their feet press the stems of
herbaceous foliage into the ground, therefore, expanding the
length of stem for the knobs drys up from the stems and it
will go far faster than areas that are traversed by buffalo,
which cut a stem right in two, or areas that are not traversed by anything at all.
So, hows that for a gardener,
isn't that subtle. I like that.
Gorillas spend about 30% of the day feeding. Now they 58
species of vegetation, but they go to a great deal of effort
to obtain roots by digging. Unfortunately they don't use
tools. And I hate to say this in front of Jane Goodall, I
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really hate to say it, but so far I have never seen a
gorilla use a tool. And when they dig they've got to dig
with their pudgy little fingers. And dig and dig and dig.
And usually, when they come to a rare food item like these
particular rare roots or bracket fungus or very, very ripe
raw blackberries it is the silverback who gets the first
choice. But it's also rather stupid silverback that's got
to do all the digging, and when he's through with what's
left of the root the others can come to it and get it without that much work.
Gorillas have never been seen, so far, eating the carcasses
of antelope or antelope, shoot, buffalo that they have
crossed over. They have been seen petting antelope, baby
antelope. They have been seen playing and chasing frogs,
which is quite a sight. And they have been seen tearing
worms and grubs apart. And the young gorillas like snails a
great deal. Now the young gorillas spend a great deal of
time trying to imitate the adults in feeding but sometimes
it's too much of a task. This fellow could never get
through this fernonia limb in a million years. So what he
will do though is wait. Wood, bark is a very favorite part
of gorilla's diet. He will wait until the adults have kind
of softened it up for him, he'll take the remnants and the
splinters when they are through.
Another very common activity among the gorilla world is, of
course, the copulatory behavior and sexual behavior. Thus
far I have seen 500 copulations--only between--more than 500
copulations only between mature adults. Now when a female
within a group come into estrus there is a great deal of
vicarious sexual play within the group. So that there's a
great deal of what you might call, homosexual behavior, and
also with a mature males or females mounting those immatures. And it seems to be kind of like anything goes, routine on the one to two, three days a month when a female is
in estrus.
The youngest female seen with a swelling--genital swelling,
was six and a half years of age. The youngest female ever
to give birth was eight and a half years of age.
Here we have a new born infant of five hours. Can you make
that out? That little ugly pink thing there. Like most
infants, it was born during the night, a time when gorillas
are unlikely to travel. Primaparis mothers are three times
more likely to lose their infants because of their tendency
to transfer between groups, so the infant will be subjected
to infanticide. Primaparis mothers are also rather sloppy
in giving birth. They make up about five nests a night,
while multiparis mothers make only one. Wild gorillas
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always eat the placenta, unlike captive gorillas.
Thus far
within the study period, 38 infants have been born.
Of
these 16 died, giving an overall mortality rate between
birth and adulthood of 42%.
With the first year of life the
gorilla mortality rate is 60%.
Here we have a six month old infant nursing.
And the nursing period for infants is very, very, very--suckling--very,
very dramatic, the weaning period around the age of two and
a half years, when the mother is returning herself to a
period of either regular cyclicity, or once again to give
birth.
The mean birth span between successive births when
both infants survived had been 90, 49 months for 11 females
and the gestation period is guffed around 260 days, or eight
and a half months.
Here we have an infant riding ventrally at the age of two
months.
This is a very, very protective position, but the
mother if you understand, in this difficult terrain, has got
to forfeit the use of one arm to support her baby.
Although
I have seen a baby at the age of about five hours or less,
able to support its--to cling to its mother's vental surface
independently of her age.
Some mother are more abrupt than
others in transferring, making their babies transfer from a
ventral to a dorsal position.
There's a great deal of individual variation with the mother--maternal
treatment toward
the young.
Here we have an eighteen month old infant traveling dorsally
on its mother's back.
And the infants will travel this manner until they're about two years old. Jane Goodall was the
only one who noticed, the other night at sweetbriar, the
facial expression on this infant.
And most people thought
well isn't that cute.
Well, actually the infant was terribly excited about getting to another group, a near by group
of infants to play.
But Jane was quite right in that she
said this does resemble--am I correct Jane?--a fear face of
a chimpanzee.
I'm not hogging into chimp area I'm just noting, it's really unusual that you do see this facial expression.
But this baby was all systems go to play.
And the
only time that I have seen a fear face on a gorilla was in a
Japanese film.
That's funny--that's a funny--when the Japanese had filmed a gorilla captured in the wild in west
Africa and tied it up in a village and the people were about
to put it in the pot and the villagers--it was quite real
you know, it was quite real, the villagers were all dancing
around it and laughing and the gorilla had this kind of a
face.
And just before it went into the pot, it was pretty
bad.
It was the only time.
That's the only time I've seen
this kind of a face.
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Okay, the gorillas spend about 40% of the day dayresting,
it's really a good life when the sun's out. And the sun
just isn't out that often with 72 inches of rain a year, and
kind of like day in moss, misty and whatnot. The dayresting
period forms very strong social bonds for every infant.
Social bonds that are being established for a lifetime.
They can last for a lifetime almost, with the peers, siblings, parents and other members of the group. There's a
great increase in proximity, spatial distribution of the
animals one to another. There's also a great increase of
proximity to the animals to me if they're bored. I've got
pencils, pens, binoculars for them to play with and sometimes I can also make notes. It depends on who gets the
pencil first.
Most infants stay within arm's reach of their mothers for
the first six months of life. And its unusual to see one
this young, at the age of four months, traipsing around to
see and meet other animals within its group. Actually
though, arm's reach for a gorilla, you know, that gives the
infant six feet of freedom.
On this particular day, Maraha, this infant, left her mother
eight feet behind to come and crawl onto my lap. And my
legs must have looked like Mount Vesuvius to this baby. And
this was a tremendous reward to me. The mother didn't think
so and the mother came up and rather regretfully pretended
like she was grooming the baby and took the baby away and
the baby did it two more times, though. And each time the
mother came back and the last time she just went off with
the baby tucked under her arm, and she looked back as if to
say I trust you lady, but you know I've got to do my duty.
It was a real thrill, that's all I can say, the trust that
these animals give you.
The silverback is rather a male magnet to all members of the
group. And both females and infants and tremendously
attracted to him. Both for grooming purposes--they groom
him, not the other way around and for playing purposes.
When the silverback plays everyone in the group plays. Its
rather a vicarious--also a vicarious thing. Everyone gets
into the act. And the females play, and as you can see here
this one is holding her baby and sometimes when the females
start playing the babies are subjected to a bit of distress.
And there was one very fine young male who liked to play
with me and that's because he had no peers within his group.
When he was a juvenile the peers, the sisters he had grown
up with all transferred out and left him alone. So he can
fight play with me my lying on his back and kicking his
heels up in the air. And his name was Diget. And Diget and
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I had many, many years of wonderful, wonderful relationship
until on December 31, 1977 Diget encountered poachers or
vice versa and Diget was defending his group and he fought
very hard so this group could survive and he held off the
poachers successfully and he killed a dog during this. I
don't allow myself to think of Diget's last minutes in his
very lonely struggle so that his group could survive. And
survive they did for six more months with Uncle Bert as the
leader. Now Uncle Bert had been allowed to flee from the
interaction site of the poachers because of Diget's bravery.
And he and his group of nine animals stayed alive for six
more months until the poachers again struck. And then
Diget--Uncle Bert, without the support of a, Diget, of
course, was shot in the chest and he--as he came to the aid
of his infant son who had been shot by poachers. The mother
of the son was also shot and killed. Now both Diget and
Uncle Bert and Macho gave their lives so that little
Quaille, the little three year old, might live. Well
Quaille died three months later because of the bullet wound
complications.
Okay, what we doing to fight this? From my camp, anyway the
Diget Fund is doing active conservation. We go out on
patrols. We don't sit around and talk about conservation,
we don't have fancy movies, we don't drive lovely cars. We
work in the forest, we cut traps and in 1978 we cut two
thousand traps. It only takes one to kill a gorilla. But
this was myself and six to ten Africans. That's active conservation. It's not the kind you see about on television.
There was another cause of death among gorillas, of course,
is natural causes. And I'm sure, maybe, well I don't know-not really sure, but perhaps some of you read in National
Geographic about Marquess' death. This was an old female in
group five, first generation female who died of natural
causes. And there was very bizarre beating behavior done to
her by a lone--a silverback of the group sharing no kin
bonds with her. She was the only animal in the group the
silverback shared no kinship, no genes with. So for a 24
hour period he just beat around her body and he ran and ran
and he whipped her, he beat on her, he jumped up and down on
her, and none of us could really and truly figure out why.
Unless it was a form of a pathological behavior or the fact
that he was, maybe expressing some antagonism his mother had
throughout the years. That the two old ladies had been in
the group together. He was the only one, this was the only
time I've seen any corpse abuse, although its more common in
other species of apes. When the old lady--when the group
left her we had to wait a--the students at camp had to wait
a long time until the group left. And then we took her body
down--they took her body down to Ruangary and it was found
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that she had cysts in her spleen. And they felt these would
have been the cause of her death anyway. There was another
incident which involved poachers who killed the family of a
young baby, Bonanee. And this was the three year old who
came to camp January the 1st, 197- --1980, my goodness and
it took three months to restore Bonanee to health. And we
were really able to introduce her to the wild, to a wild
foster family where she still remains in good health out in
freedom. So she's not out in a zoo or any such place.
And this is the silverback, Peanuts. It's a heterogeneous
group to which she was reintroduced. A group with no strong
blood links. And they accepted her instantly. In front of
my cabin some 100 feet there lies a grave yard. And this
grave yard contains the bodies of eight animals. All but
one who have been killed by poachers. I'd like this grave
yard to serve as a memory--as a memorial--for the gorilla
hoping the day won't come that they'll be just memories and
mounds. Now on the right side, at least, we do have the
fact that Bonanee was able to return to wilderness and to
the wild freely as a mountain gorilla.
I think in closing that some of you might like to meet the
one responsible for some of these pictures. Thank you.
DON JOHANSON: Thank you very much Diane for really, I
think, a superb insight into one of our closest and fastest
disappearing cousins. Your talk really drives home this
tremendous problem that we all have about conservations. It
is something that we will probably talk more about later
this evening when we have a discussion because I know that
there are many of you who are interested in knowing details
of conservation and how maybe even you, or those of us in
this room who are friends, can help to preserve our nearest
living relatives.
Our next speaker is Dr. Jane Goodall, who really needs absolutely no introduction. I understand that she's been lecturing here for 11 years. And she is very familiar to all
of you, all of us through her films, her books, her
insights, her extraordinary work, and pioneering work
really, in living very closely with the wild ranging primate. And it is with really distinct pleasure that I give
to Dr. Goodall who will talk about the chimpanzee hunter and
tool maker. Jane-DR. JANE GOODALL: Well good afternoon to all of you. It's
a great pleasure always to come back to Cal Tech amongst the
LSB Leakey Foundation family. Many of my friends are here,
many familiar faces in the audience, many people who have
helped to support the work at Gonbe over so many years. I'd
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like to particularly thank the foundation for this opportunity of bringing Diane, Bruta and I, and today Don Johanson,
together to discuss our work. We've been together several
days now. And I think we've all profited from this mutual
exchange. And one thing I'm quite sure about, and that is
the man for whom this foundation was named would be very
proud of that foundation today. And I suspect he would be
proud of his three apes ladies as well.
Well, I must plunge into my subject, owing to rather short
time. It's a long time to all of you but it's a short time
for us. I would like to say before I begin that our understanding of chimpanzee behavior at Gonbe has been greatly
enriched by the participation of many students from America,
England and Europe, one of whom, anyway, David Bygott is
here today, and I believe Nancy Merritt as well. And today
the work is being carried on, under my direction, by twelve
Tanganyikan field assistants. And after the kidnapping
event in 1975, when I had to close the area to non Tanganyikan, I could only carry on the work because of the help of
my late husband. I'd like to dedicate my lecture to him.
I chose the title of my lecture today--Chimpanzee, Hunter
and Tool User--partly because that has been a very evocative
kind of image of the chimpanzee and also of early man,
partly because I've been here for eleven years now and its
getting difficult to choose subjects that don't all know
almost as much about as I do myself. So if we could now
have the slides-Gonbe National Park lies on the eastern shore of Lake Tanganyika. It's a very small area, only thirty square miles
running along the shores of the lake, and this supports a
population of between 150 and 180 chimpanzees, a very small
population divided into four separate communities. The community that we study had numbered between 30 and 40 individuals over the 21 years of the study. The chimpanzee environment, like the environments of the other great apes
you've been hearing about, is primarily forest. But I would
like to say the chimpanzee, less than his two larger cousins, is less restricted to the really dense forest environment and in some areas in Africa has penetrated into quite
arid country, but he must have his belts of river and forest
with their fruits.
Gonbe supports many permanent streams and the chimpanzees,
unlike the gorillas, do drink quite often. Now during these
slides I want to stress some of the differences between
chimps and the apes you've heard about, and one of the major
differences lies in the social structure. Unlike the rather
cohesive unit of the gorilla and the very solitary nature of
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the orang, the chimpanzee is somewhere in the middle. The
community comprises individuals all of whom know one another
and may interact in a friendly way. They don't travel
around together as a cohesive unit. The only stable units
within this community are a mother and her dependent young
illustrated here by Flo, with infant Float and six year old
Fifi. The birth spacing is about six years in the chimpanzee. Sometimes such a family will be joined by an adolescent male, here Figen over on the right. Figen is around
eleven years old. He's just begun to leave his family and
spend short periods of time traveling around with the adult
males.
Another such family unit, this time a mother and infant with
her juvenile son and a late adolescent daughter, Passion and
Palm and the two infants.
Another family unit here, the old female Flo, a grandmother,
peeking over her daughter's should at her first known grandson, while Uncle Flint feeds Fifi over here on the right.
Because of the close ties of the youngsters with their mothers these friendship may remain throughout life. And here
we have a brother-sister pair. They spend a great deal of
time together, as do adult brothers. Often family units
join together for awhile and many times they join also with
adult males, with other adult females or with mixed groups.
These groups maintain contact with one another over a distance by a series of pan-toots. These sounds carry for
about a mile across the valley. And such calls, along with
loud food calls, serve to gather together scattered chimpanzee units when the ripe--plentiful supply of food becomes
suddenly available.
The female, when she is in estrus, may be mated within a
group of males in which case every male in that group may
mate her. The top ranking male in the group may show possessive behavior and inhibit the other males from mating her
in a social group. Very often a male will try to lead a
female in estrus away from the rest of the group. And if
he's successful he forms a consortship. And the pair will
travel towards the periphery of the home range. And area,
at present, of around ten square kilometers at Gonbe.
The young female chimpanzee, when she attains puberty around
ten years of age, very frequently leaves her natal group and
moves to a neighboring community where she mates with the
males. This prevents too much inbreeding. She may stay in
the neighboring community or she may return and rear her
children in her natal group. The young male, on the other
hand, unlike the orang and very often the gorilla, does not
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leave his natal group. Instead he starts to form close ties
with the adult males and the adults at present, we have
seven of them, very frequently travel together.
From time to time, every four days or so, two or more males
patrol the boundaries of their home range. On these patrols
they stare out over the hostile territory of neighboring
communities searching for sights or sounds of neighbors.
(Button isn't working anymore) During such patrols the
males may maintain complete silence for periods of up to an
hour. And if neighboring group is seen then the response
depends upon how many individuals are in that neighboring
group. If there are more males, why then our males may display or even flee silently back towards the center of their
home range. If a lone individual is seen it may be chased.
And if caught, seriously attacked.
Chimpanzees, like orangutans, eat mainly fruit. About 50%
of their diet is fruit. They also eat leaves, vines, blossoms, bark and other types of vegetable diet. The young
ones learn what to eat initially by tasting food from their
mother's mouths. As they grow older they will share her
food with her. And eventually, by the time they're around 3
they're eating most of the foods that the adults in the community. Protein appears to be more important in the diet of
the chimpanzee than rather the orang or the gorilla.
Insects are eaten very frequently, particularly by the
females. And the chimpanzees do quite often hunt meat. Not
only at Gonbe, but in all areas where they have been studied
so far throughout their range. At Gonbe the most frequently
eaten prey species is the Red Colobus Monkey. And between
20 and 30 per year, kills per year, have been actually
recorded at Gonbe since 1976. Another prey species which is
eaten not so frequently is the baboon. Baboons were first
seen to be eaten in 1964. They were eaten very frequently
in 1969--'68-'69 and 170 and then very infrequently. And
between 1972 and 1980, that's for eight years, for eight
years not one single baboon kill was recorded. But now they
have begun once again hunting, killing and eating young
baboons. They also prey on the young of the Bush Bok and
the Bush Pig, probably approximately ten of each species in
a year. There have been examples of cannibalism. I'm going
to talk about all these in a little more detail in a moment.
And here we see the adult female, Passion, why up on the
right and daughter Palm, late adolescent daughter Palm, and
they are consuming, sharing with the son Prof, consuming a
one month old infant of another female, Gilka.
After a kill has been made there is indeed sharing between
the different chimpanzees, in this case a juvenile begging
from his mother.
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if we can cut the lights again--

Now for the chimpanzee meat eating is not just a casual
behavior.
They don't only eat meat when they stumble across
it during their travels.
They may, in fact, actively hunt
for periods as extended as one hour or even slightly over
from the time when the prey is first sighted until the time
when they have made a capture or when they finally give up
and move away.
It seems that more than 50 different prey
animals--that's
monkeys, young bush bok, young bush pigs-are probably killed every year at Gonbe at the present time,
by our community of adult seven males and fourteen adult
females.
We generally record between 25 and 35 kills per
year.
And this means that since, of course, we are here
watching the chimps for quite a small proportion of the
time, many more kills must actually be made.
Sometimes, as the chimps travel along, either on their own
or in a group, they will encounter a bush bok fawn pressed
close to the grass where he is left hiding by its mothers.
And in this case the chimpanzees, one or more, will seize
the prey, kill it rather rapidly and began to feed.
They
can be this opportunistic hunting.
At other times they'll
be traveling and they will hear the sound of bush pigs or
smell the very strong odor.
And this very often prompts
quite a careful search.
The chimpanzees bending down, sniffing the vegetation, peering underneath tufts of grass.
And
sometimes this behavior reveals a nest of piglets of which,
very often, one or more piglets will be caught.
However,
some pig hunts are a little more dramatic than that.
The
most dramatic was one which happened two years ago when five
adult male chimps hunted a three quarter grown bush bok
young.
This is the largest prey animal, I think, recorded
anywhere.
And we estimate its weight at least 20 kilograms.
The adult male chimp at Gonbe does not exceed 110 kilograms
so that is quite a large animal.
And the hunt was dramatic
because this young pig was being very fiercely protected by
two adult pigs.
And the male chimps surrounded the thicket
in which the three pigs had taken refuge.
And every time
one of the chimps went in to try and catch this three quarter grown young, one or more of the adults would charge out
and they snort and their manes are shaking.
And the chimps
would retreat.
The males would display and shake the
branches.
Eventually, after 20 minutes, one of the chimps
managed to seize the pig and between them those five males
killed it.
Colobus hunts are particularly frequent, probably because
the colobus monkey is the most frequently encountered of the
prey species, with the exception of the baboon.
The prey
selected is usually a mother with a small infant clinging
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ventral or an infant or early juvenile who are able to move
independently through the branches. Just occasionally an
older monkey, and adolescent or even a fully adult female or
male, will be hunted and maybe killed and eaten. The hunts
--the technique of the hunt is quite fascinating. One chimpanzee on its own may hunt colobus and may hunt successfully. But quite often the hunting takes place when the
chimpanzees are in groups. And the technique is interesting
in that the result of it appears to be cooperation. That
is, although each individual chimpanzee may in fact be taking a course of action which he hopes will lead him to
acquire the prey the concerted action of all these chimpanzees doing this makes the hunt, in fact, cooperative. I'll
give some examples of this. Two adult males are chasing a
juvenile colobus monkey which is moving rather fast. One of
those males climbs very fast down to the ground, runs along,
climbs up a tree in the flight path of the monkey and
between them they catch the prey because it's headed off.
Another example, many of the chimpanzees will follow a hunt,
watching up in the trees very intently while others are
chasing up in the branches. And very often during one of
these chases a monkey will fall and then those chimpanzees
down on the ground can, if they're quick enough, catch and
kill the unlucky monkey.
An infant monkey is killed very quickly. It's either given
the killing bit or if there are several chimps together,
it's rather rapidly torn apart. An adult monkey, however,
is difficult for the chimpanzee to kill. They have difficulty in tearing the skin and it's not a very nice sight to
watch the catching and killing of an adult male colobus. It
may take longer than five minutes. When you're watching it
it takes more like fifteen. It seems to take more like fifteen.
Colobus males defend their troop very actively. And if the
chimps aren't quick enough to climb the trees and start the
chase, making use of the confusion of the monkeys, two or
more colobus males quickly get together and will run at the
chimpanzee hunters, giving their threats and their long
calls, their hair erected, shaking the manes on their back,
shaking the branches. And most chimpanzees will instantly
flee, usually screaming loudly when they're chased in this
way. In fact, over the years there have been five separate
occasions where monkey victims have been rescued by adult
male colobus actually leaping on and biting the hunter who
has made his kill and scaring him so that he releases the
kill. And on each of those five occasions the prey was perfectly all right, or so it seemed, jumped away and was
saved, maybe for another day, I don't know. Lucky for the
monkey, unlucky for the chimpanzee. But we have to be care-
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ful because it depends on whose side you are on.
Cooperation amongst the chimpanzee hunters is far more obvious in the hunting of baboons. Baboons, although they're
encountered more frequently than colobus monkeys, nevertheless, are hunted much less often, probably because the adult
male baboons, and there's usually at least eight in a troop
and sometimes more, are very strong, very powerful. They
have canines as big a leopard and can be a dangerous adversary although there's no reported incidences at Gonbe of
baboons hurting chimps in this hunting context. But to give
you an example of the type of cooperation, and I can only
have time for one, the young male Figen climbs very cautiously up a palm tree in which a young baboon is feeding
slightly isolated from his troop. They very seldom attempt
to hunt a baboon surrounded by the rest of the troop. The
young baboon becomes alarmed, he leaps to a neighboring palm
tree, Figen leaps after him. Meanwhile, five other chimps
in the group have stationed themselves at the bases of trees
whose branches reach over to the palm trees, and are therefore potential escape routes. Figen chases the baboon back
and forth from one tree to another for three minutes,
finally the baboon is so frightened he's been screaming
loudly, he makes a huge leap to another tree, the chimp
guardian at the base of that tree rushed quickly up. But on
that occasion the male baboons had already been alerted.
They came in roaring to the defense of their young and he
was able to escape.
Another method of acquiring prey which is very fascinating:
the chimpanzees may actually steal young bush boks fawns or
bush pigs young from baboons. The baboons at Gonbe like
baboons in most other places, also hunt. They hunt mostly
bush bok fawns. Big baboon troop foraging is very likely to
come upon a fawn hidden in the grass. And when chimpanzees
hear the sounds of baboons, the excitement of a capture,
they will just stop whatever they're doing and streak over.
And amazingly, even one female chimpanzee with an infant
clasped to her belly is able--and this has happened more
than once, it's happened three times--one female has been
able to go right in, take a freshly killed fawn away from
six adult male baboons, at least that was the most. And
there are these baboons with their parcel canines. And we
do not yet understand how this is possible without any damage to the chimpanzee and how this one female is able to eat
the prey and keep the baboons off merely by shaking branches
at them. Even after 21 years there are many, many things we
don't know about the chimps at Gonbe. Female chimpanzees
do hunt, although hunting is mainly a male activity. Fifi,
for instance, when she had a one week old infant, hunted
colobus monkeys all on her own, made a successful capture
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and shared the meat with her juvenile son, Freud.
There are two types of cannibalism that we've seen at Gonbe.
Only three instances of each, although we suspect there are
more. One, and the first example of this was seen by David
Bygott back in 1970 or '71. And this type occurs when the
males are on those patrols I mentioned. When they see a
stranger female with an infant, chased, capture, attack her
savagely and during that attack the infant is seized, killed
and partially eaten. This has happened three times, we've
seen a total of fourteen savage attacks on those stranger
females. And it does not seem to be similar to the behavior
Diane reported because the female is being very savagely
attacked. The second kind of cannibalism, you saw the slide
illustrating, maybe this is bizarre behavior practiced simply by this one adult female and her adolescent daughter.
They were seen killing three tiny babies of other females in
the community. They were seen attempting to kill three more
and during a four year period eight other babies disappeared. And we suspect, may have fallen victims to Passion
and Porn. And I think they were only able to do this because
there were the two of them and because they cooperated and
supported one another.
And now finally we come to tool using and this I want to
illustrate with a film. I think it'll give you a very good
idea, not only of how the chimpanzees at Gonbe today use
objects in their everyday life as tools, but perhaps too, in
a similar kind of way to early man himself; when he lived in
an environment more similar to that of the chimp today than
man does. If we can now have the film.
As they go about their daily lives the chimpanzee spends
much time, as the orangs and the gorillas do too, in manipulating branches and stems during the course of ordinary
feeding. They manipulate branches, too, in nest-making.
Neither of these, of course, are tool using we haven't got
onto that yet. Nests can be quite complex and a new one is
made every night.
The chimpanzee infant very early on reaches out and plays
with the objects of his environment. Bunches of fruit may
be used as toys and also so may rocks. And here's a ground,
adolescent Figen. Still not tool use, this is simply
objects used as toys, probably the precursor of tool use.
Again Figen playing with a rock. Now here is a toy being
used in a play session between two infants. They're both
three years old.
A group of males arriving at the new feed source. Performing their charging displays. These displays are very
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frequently enhanced by the use of objects. Again this is
not true tool use. Dragging of branches, vegetation, rolling of large rocks. There goes the rocks. These kind of
performances make the chimpanzee look larger, more dangerous
than he may actually be and serve as a superb form of bluff.
You'll see some good examples of these displays in a moment.
And how they're enhanced by the use of objects.
These are all adult males, Mike, JB. JB again. The others,
not surprisingly, get out of the way. Mike, and here Mike,
you see he's determined to get all of those dead fronds not
just one. He wants to look really big. Still Mike. Throwing rocks in these displays--and there, right at the camera
man. That's an object used as a weapon. Branches shaken to
intimidate. Branches may be shaken during courtship in
order to initiate a consortship such as I described earlier.
Here Charlie is a little feeble in his branch shaking.
The beginning of weapon use appears as so many other behavior patterns do, in play. As this youngster playful threatens old Mr. Wassal. Flint, four years old, that again was
at the cameraman. No question but that this is intimidating. The chimps are here gathered around a patch of salt we
put out and Flint is threatening an adolescent male. Its
part play, imitating adult patterns. Gradually acquiring
proficiency. Gradually the patterns will appear in a more
appropriate context.
From October, for three months, the termites quite
frequently fly if the rains began. And when they fly
baboons like to eat them very much. And so do the chimps.
But chimps, unlike baboons, are able to feed on termites
even when they're not flying by carefully opening up a
sealed entrance to the nest and using an object as a tool,
the chimpanzee, in this case Fifi, can extract the termites
from within the mound. You'll see she picks off the soldiers, the big ones, and she can't be bothered with the
little workers. It's a very dexterous technique, and it's
not as easy as it looks. Figen on another part of the heap.
His tool that he selected, isn't quite as good as his sister
Fifi's. And she's very concentrated about it. When it
bends he breaks off the bent part and tries again. The
young infants do not termite until they're around two years
old. Olly and her daughter Gilka. When Olly moves off to
selects herself a new tool, there goes Olly going past Flint
who's just playing. Gilka is about three and a half, she
picks two tools, one to use now, one as a spare. Olly
climbing up for lengths of vine. Gilka making use of her
mother's abandoned hoe, but it's only temporarily abandoned.
She looks around a little nervously as Olly reappears. Olly
doesn't immediately take the hoe over from Gilka, first she
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looks around to see if she can find another one that's working. But apparently Gilka's got the only one in that part
of the heap. I can imagine Bruta's orang mother might be a
little bit more aggressive then Olly in this kind of situation. I may be wrong but--Gilka tries again. Again you see
Olly's remarkably patient. Even now she doesn't punish
Gilka, she just tickles her and distracts her.
Now look at this careful selection of tools, it's not just
any old branch, there's a good one, nope, nope, nope ah
that's better. And look at Olly again. She's left the heap
and gone several meters climbed right up to get the kind of
tool she wants. And here's modification of an object. That
was no good, try again. It's covered with leaves, we strip
them off, we make our tool. Small infants, as I said, don't
start termiting, not until they're about two and a half.
But they do play with grasses while their mothers are working. They do watch very intently. And young Flint, he's
nine months, he's at least poking at the heap with his index
finger, trying to open up a hole. And here he's trying to
taste a termite, but they're a bit too precious. The mothers are amazingly tolerant of their own offspring but when
Gilka comes up to Flo, she's reprimanded. She's screaming
here and being reassured.
By the time the youngster's three and a half--and I'm sorry
we don't have film of the stages in between, they're very
amusing--because here Gilka has a good adult technique, you
see that twisting of the wrist, but the hole here quite
clearly, is exhausted and Gilka is blaming her tool. That's
a fly. Just a cut away of Olly in another part of the heap.
Now here you'll see, if she doesn't have success she discards that tool. Surely there's a termite there if I get
the right tool.
Another example of tool use, the using of leaves to wipe
dirt off the body. This one's an infant, he's dirtied his
mother's thigh. You see the watching? So common in chimpanzee life. Cleaning sticky fingers. Mike has a bit of
diarrhea and he's using leaves as toilet paper. Now here's
young Flint, he's about one and a half years old here. He's
got the right idea to wipe his foot but a very feeble tool.
Again you see, he tries something else. It's a little bit
better, he's at least using the right end of it. Now here
Pooch has found some water in this tree bowl. She can't
reach it with her lips so she makes a sponge. She crumples
it first, she modifies it so that it is more absorbant. You
try and you'll see how much more absorbant it is. And again
this careful watching. Fifi knows quite well how to use a
sponge and she's interested in Pooch's behavior. This is a
little water bowl we made to try to see something about the
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development of sponging behavior.
Flint is using his finger.
He's also got a horrid cold.
Now here's Goblin, he's
got the right idea.
We use a tool, but it's the wrong kind
of tool.
There, he's crumpled it up and made a little
sponge.
Old Flo using a sponge in another water bowl,
watched carefully by Fifi.
Old Flo moves away, Fifi goes
along and uses her mother's water bowl.
That's very typical, that after a mother has done something the infant or
juvenile will do the same.
Water's very low down, she's
having difficulty getting the leaves out of the hole.
Here
you see she's not making another sponge.
We're not quite
sure what was motivating this behavior but it seemed possible that Fifi was trying to construct the tool not to make
another tool but to retrieve the tool that she had lost.
Didn't actually work.
You could always eat your tool.
At Gonbe the rainy season begins in October and the heavy
rains begin around December.
Very often the rain storms
lash down for one to two hours.
It can be very, very cold
indeed, especially when the wind at the same time is blowing
down from the mountains.
But the chimpanzees have never yet
been seen to construct a shelter.
With all of their ability
for manipulating objects, and despite that fact that they
make nests at night, they sit in the rain quite clearly
looking very miserable.
They catch colds which may turn to
pneumonia.
This is something which helps warm the blood
for a while.
A rather dramatic rain display of Goliath.
But afterwards he'll sit huddled like the rest and perhaps
catch a cold.
And as if--during this wet season, quite
often the chimpanzees may die from this chimpanzee flu or
pneumonia.
And it really is a puzzle to us why these chimpanzees don't construct a shelter or cover themselves with
leaves.
In that respect the orangs are much superior.
Well, Dr. Leakey said, when he chose me, Diane and Bruta,
that one thing that we would need to be really good field
researchers--many
others things too--but one real thing we
could need was a lot of patience.
And I'd simply like to
end by saying that I think all of you would do very well as
field researchers by Dr. Leakey's criteria.
Thank you.
DON JOHANSON:
Thank you very much Jane for a really
enlightening and entertaining presentation.
I would like to
thank all the speakers for being on time.
And to thank the
silent time keeper in the front row who so adequately held
up the sign saying, ten, five, one minute left.
Otherwise
they don't get their honoraria you see.
You'll need your ticket stubs if you're corning back tonight
for the discussion.
I think that after this afternoon's
rather broad set of presentations I'm sure that you have a
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lot of questions that you are particular intrigued with.
And we have covered, the speakers and myself, a great
breadth of information. And I urge you all to return this
evening. We're resuming this meeting at 8 o'clock. You
were given, I believe, cards in your programs on which to
write questions. Now are those supposed to be handed in as
they leave the auditorium? Is that all the order of business we need at the moment? All right, have a good dinner,
and we'll see you back here at eight o'clock.
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Welcome again, ladies and gentlemen. First Dr. Johanson is
going to summarize what we have heard tonight and then we
are going to have a panel discussion. I've been asked to
mention, incidentally, that a scholarship for the study of
diet and nutrition in Tanganyika has been established at
Cornell University in the name of the Honorable Derek Bryson, Jane Goodall's late husband, who was he right arm in
operation of the Primate Research Center at Gonbe for years.
So now I give you Dr. Johanson.
DON JOHANSON: Thank you Gordon. Good evening and welcome
back. We apologize for being late, but we were doing what
all primates do, and that is out foraging and feeding. Fortunately none of us got caught in the terminal branches and
fell off so we're all back. As I used to say students, out
in the terminal branches seeking those succulent newly
erupted leaf buds, rather than snuffling around in the scent
ladened leaf litter of the forest floor. I hope that all
makes your dinner settle a little better.
Today we sort of lost sight a little bit about the fact that
this was a symposium that was entitled "Man and Ape". And
what I mean by that is it is time to try to think about putting man and ape together in terms of what we can learn
about human beings from studying our closest cousins, the
apes in this case. And it is, as I said in my earlier comments, for those of you who missed them: we are interested
in studying apes to a large extent, not only for understanding them for themselves but understanding something about
their behavior, something about the world's--the shrinking
worlds in which they live that will give us some insight to
who we are. This, of course, was, I think, Louis' greatest
dream because he began thinking about these things at a time
when individuals focused on very narrow problems in the
sense of let's go out and find a new fossil. Or let's go
out and find how many times so-and-so mounts so-and-so in a
primate group, or who's living with whom in the forest. And
Louis had the great vision to try to put together an overall
picture of what man and ape, and man and ape in this and
previous worlds is all about. We have heard a lot today
about behavior, about particular aspects of behavior that
separate the apes; that have been talked about. For example
the orangutan, curiously is a solitary animal; it is interestingly also an animal which lacks estrus, which as you
heard in my introductory comments was something that Lovejoy
stresses very strongly in his hypothesis, saying how do you
know when the female is ovulating if she does not come into
estrus. Which he feels, the loss of estrus promoted pair
bonding. That may be a question that Bruta would want to
address herself to. It is an interesting question particularly in light of the fact that within the orangs it the
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only group where we see rape happening. I don't think we
see that in other groups. The chimpanzees, on the other
hand, as Jane has so adequately characterized them, consist
of temporary groups, with even the males that are born in
those groups staying within those groups. Whereas gorillas
form very permanent groups but very strong social cohesive
groups in which males really migrate out of--move out of and
attempt to set up their own cohesive units elsewhere.
Another topic that was very much in the forefront of this
afternoons discussions, and one which has generated a great
number of questions, and indeed we have questions there to
keep us here for a week. At least was the question of conversation. I think that probably Diane said it the best
when she said that we may have discovered and seen the
extinction of a species of gorilla all within one century.
And I know that there are many people who would like to know
more about the kinds of active conservation that are going
on. What they can do about it. And what sort of effect
they actually have in the field in protecting these primates. And the question of whether or not we may only have
gorillas left in zoos. And if it would ever be possible, to
say, repopulate areas with zoo animals.
There is a philosophical basis to what these researchers
have been engaged in which I think ha not been touched on to
a great extent. And that relates specifically to their specific motivations of why have they gone out and done this,
aside from the influence of Louis Leakey. Why have they as
individuals? What motivates them? I think that all of you
saw, and understood, from this afternoon's superb lectures
that they are all deeply dedicated to know. Know answers to
questions that there is no other way of knowing until you go
out and look at these animals in the wild. They want to
explore, they want to understand, they want to comprehend
what these animals are doing. But, more importantly of
course, they want to see how this fits into the whole story
of hominoid. That is to say: Human and ape evolution.
We have not spoken much about communication. We did get
some wonderful calling from Jane but we've not spoken very
much about language. Bruta touched on this when she said
that obviously there is a propensity or a tendency to--for
some of these orangs to be taught sign language. A provocative question because it's often thought that language, however it's defined, is one of the hallmarks of what it means
to be human. Another hallmark, of course, is tools and as a
paleoanthropologist, I see tools and entering the human
career later rather than earlier. In other words I do not
see it as a primary motivator for what separated us from the
apes. It obviously wasn't since the apes have tools
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already. They--the chimpanzee in particular--fashions and
uses different kinds of tools to do things, as you saw. And
one of the question that might be thought about is how
dependent are these chimps on their survival? In using
these tools. Human beings obviously are culture bound animals. We depend solely on tools for our survival.
Another question which is a much broader issue, which we
have now some to insights to, concerns the innate sort of
behavioral pattern of human beings. Audrey popularized
years ago the concept that he picked up from Raymond Dart,
that we were innately aggressive. That we were born killer
apes, that we slaked our thirst with warm blood and hot
writhing flesh. On the other side of the coin, there has
been a reaction by people like--in part Louis--which has
been picked up by his son Richard, but also people like
Montigue, actually Montigue who feel that we come from a
very cooperative, sharing, understanding past. That we are
the only species of primate who kills our own. We know that
that is no longer true from the observations we heard this
afternoon by Jane and Diane, and that throws a rather
different light on the aggression/cooperation hypothesis.
I have been thinking a lot about human origins. Published a
book recently, and in that book I have not spoken very much
about something that has been in the back of my mind. And I
thought I would--before we go into the questions--throw it
out as at least an interesting observation. You remember, I
spoke about Dryopithecenes, these apes that originally lived
in Africa? And then around sixteen millions years ago
spread out to all of Europe and Asia, a very successful
group. We know that hominoid evolution has been going for
tens of millions of years, and it seems that--and I don't
want to make it sound as if we've got an evolutionary end in
sight in the sense of a tealalogical track to evolution, the
fact that once you start you must finish at a certain point.
But it has struck me as quite curious that all of the hominoids, and that includes all of the extant apes and many of
the extinct apes like giagantapithecus and even some of the
extinct hominids like astralapithecus robustus, or as he is
better known to you maybe, as nutcrackerman or an anjanthrupus, were all vegetarians. That they were well adapted to
specific vegetarian diets, that this was their particular
dietary adaptation. Today we have chimps and orangutans
which are essentially frugivorous, fruit eaters, gorillas
which are eating essentially tough herbacious matter, that
for tens of millions of years the evolutionary trajectory,
trend or tendency has been towards a vegetarian diet. We
are here, I think, tonight as a species as a total exception
to those tens of millions of years of evolution. Sometime
between two and three million years ago our human ancestors,
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our hominid ancestors began doing different kinds of things
that ultimately led to a total reliance on culture for survival. Throughout, or maybe one of the important initiators
of that was the exploitation of different kinds of food
sources. Maybe intimately tied to meat sources and butchering and hunting and so forth. But I think that if one views
hominoid, that is ape-human, ape-man evolution in this particular light it's sort of humbling because we look at ourselves today as a total exception to tens of millions of
years of evolution. We were the experiment that lasted, at
least up til now, we were the exception to all of these hominoids that were specializing in a particular vegetarian
diet.
Now obviously we see precursors of human behavior or hominid
behavior in the chimps, particularly. Jane's comments and
her exciting film footage showing of tool use is remarkable
in this regard, and also her comments about hunting, which
are indeed--which were indeed, probably very important in
the early stages of hominid evolution. I don't want to say
much more except I think I'd like to simply end with a question so that we can start immediately into the questions.
Because I know that there is, amongst all of you, a burning
desire to know how the researchers who have spoken this
afternoon, how these scientists have been influenced, and
were influenced by Louis Leakey. What it was that he did
for them. How he was able to facilitate their access to the
field. How he inspired them to leave the comforts of, sort
of western civilization, and move into very remote places.
So what I'm going to do is open with that question and throw
it out to our three speakers and whoever would like to begin
by answering that please do so.
JANE: I think we should begin in order. We'll try to
answer that in the order in which we went into the field.
From as long as I can remember I was fascinated by animals.
I can't actually even remember my early fascination. I've
merely been told about it. That I used to study earthworms
when I was two and my mother used to find them under my pillow. But when I was four, and this is really quite something actually if you think about it, this is my earliest
memory. I couldn't quite understand where there was an
opening in a chicken large enough for the egg to come out
and so I hide in a hen house. It was no good going in when
the hen was laying, because she got disturbed I had to wait.
And one day I was gone for four hours. My mother had no
idea where I was. She got the police to look for me. And
after five hours a very triumphant me followed by a very
triumphant chicken, emerged from the hen house. And I can
still remember the egg being laid.
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Well this interest in animals continued all through my
childhood and I read books about them and quite soon it
became clear to me that Africa was the goal I should aim for
because there was so many and such varied animals living
there. So after school I got a job and I saved up, I can
remember it now putting all the money under a carpet in the
sitting room, and at last there was enough--had to be a
return fare my family insisted on that. I went to stay with
a school friend in Kenya, I had a job. My family insisted
on that too. But and I wanted to get out and learn about
animals and my friend's parents said to me, "Well you ought
to meet Dr. Leakey at the Natural History Museum." So I
rang up and I said, "Please, could I speak to Dr. Leakey."
Back came the reply: "I'm Leakey, what do you want?" So I
was slightly taken aback. Met him and he took me with him,
along with one other girl, on his and Mary's annual expedition to Olduvai.
I'm sure some of you have been to Olduvia. But it was very
exciting when I went because there was no track. We had to
stand up in the Land Rover and look for last year's wheel
marks in order to get there. It was before Vinjanthrupus
was found. And I think it was--I mention this cause it was
during those three months that I think Dr. Leakey realized
that I was totally sincere in wanting to be out in the wild
with animals. And that I didn't mind in the slightest
degree being away from civilization. That's when he began
talking about the chimps. Then came a very hard struggle.
It took him one and a half years to find the finances for me
to begin. And it was a wonderful fellow called Layton Rukey
who give me the very first money, he's now a Fellow of the
Leakey Foundation, and enabled me to start. And Louis
Leakey said to me, after I'd been there a year, he said,
"Well this is going to be a ten year study, you know." I
was very young then, that seemed like a lifetime. And I
sort of laughed, "Well maybe three years." But how right
Louis was, as he always was in the end. Diane.
DIANE: Jane's story is very, very similar to my own. I was
born with this inexplicable desire I had to go to Africa. I
had to study animals. My parents were never as cooperative
as Jane's were. And they haven't spoken to me since; but I
tried to save, I obtained a degree in occupational therapy,
I was a director of Onrock Occupational Therapy Department
in Louisville Kentucky and I tried very hard to save for
Africa for my own safari with a driver. And I couldn't save
it so I took out a big bank loan and I went to Africa.
Gorillas and Olduvai Gorge were on the itinerary that I'd
worked very hard on so the first stop, was actually before
the gorilla was Olduvai Gorge. And I was so happy to be
free and out in the open and I went running down a slope at
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Olduvai and I fell right smack dab into one of Mary Leakey's
newest digs. And it was a giraffe and I broke my ankle and I
threw up all over her fossil. Mary Leakey was surprisingly
gracious, she gave me a lot of squash and I sat there
drinking the squash. Isn't that what you call that hard
stuff? I sat there watching my ankle turn black and purple
and was so nice, and then I went on to the gorillas and I
actually, I went to Gobarra where George Howard worked. And
I was able to see gorillas and things oligraphs of them.
And then three years later, when I got finished with the
bloody debt, paying it off Dr. Leakey came to Louisville,
Kentucky where I was still working as a therapist and I
showed him the articles and pictures and whatnot, that I had
done of the gorillas. He said, 11Did you do this?" And I
said yes. And his beautiful blue, twinkling eyes when he's
got something going in his mind. Dr. Leakey always had--his
eyes just radiated. So he said would you like to go on and
make a long term study of gorillas? And I said of course,
of course, my god. And he said, "To do so, if you're going
to be isolated in the wild and working really hard you've
got to have your appendix taken out." It true, but this is
a very, very valid suggestion. I said anything, appendix,
ovaries will get me out of here.
So because I was very poor at that time, having paid off
this debt I had to fain appendicitis so I went around the
hospital. And I know this is totally illegal and not
honest, but nonetheless it meant going to study the
gorillas, you know, or forgetting it. So went around the
hospital, I don't know which side I was gripping, I forgot
half the time. Was the side where the appendix, I don't
know, and people were very concerned. They said you better,
you know --what's wrong with you, I said yes I know. So
within ten days after it Dr. Leakey had departed from
Louisville, Kentucky to go back to Nairobi I had my appendix
out. And I woke up from the anesthesia and I said, "My god
are the gorilla worth this?" It smarted a bit. And I got
back home, sans appendix, and I received a letter from Dr.
Leakey saying, "You know, you really didn't have to do this,
it was just my way of testing you."
But I have blessed him ever since because when you're in the
field and you've got these kinds of pains sometimes you may
worry about things like that. I didn't have to worry about
it I knew there was nothing--in a garbage can somewhere in
Louisville, Kentucky. And like Jane also it was Mr. Layton
Wilkey who was brave enough to trust an old occupational
therapist to into the field to study gorillas. And there's
nothing, there's no way I can compliment Dr.--Mr. Layton
Wilkey enough. He trusted me not only once, but twice when
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my work was discombobulated, destroyed in Zaire on Mount
Mccano when they had a rebellion in the Kayvu province in
1967. The work was terminated when I was imprisoned and Mr.
Wilkey again started the work going because of the
tremendous enthusiasm Dr. Leakey. And there's nothing that
we can say to do both of them justice. Thank you.
BRUTA: Now that's very tough to follow. I actually came to
my interest in orangutans from an entirely different route.
Since I was a small child I was very interested in history,
human history. And I was one of those people that bored my
classmates to death my giving half hour presentations on the
Aztecs and the Incas in grade seven during, you know, Red
Cross programs when we tried to raise money for the Red
Cross. And I went to UCLA as a graduate student, I was in
the anthropology department. And I was very fortunate to
have an instructor there Professor Rinerburger, who I'm sure
many of you know, he was a close colleague of Louis
Leakey's. And in a class--a graduate class that I was
taking--Rinerburger said the magic words, he said "Louis
Leakey is coming, he is going to give a lecture, it's going
to be on the exam. It's going to be on a final," magic
words. So I went to the lecture and during this lecture
Louis Leakey was very, very chrismatic. I mean, had he
wanted to he could have been a politician. I mean he was
just a wonderful rabblerouser, I mean he could get people
really heated up and excited. And one of the questions that
came up during the question and answer period was, concerned
primate studies. And he mentioned, he was very dramatic, he
patted his pocket, he said he had just received a letter
from Diane Fossey and that--sorry it was a telegram, it was
a telegram--he just received a letter--a telegram from Diane
Fossey, the gorillas--the wild gorillas--were just beginning
to untie her shoe laces and this is very, very exciting.
And he mentioned that he had initiated this study. So
immediately afterwards I went up to him and I told him that
for a long time I had been interested in studying wild
orangutans. And at first he paid no attention to me. It
was as though, you know, I had told him you have dandruff or
something. I mean there was just no attention there
whatsoever. But I told him of the sorts of things that I
had already done to start my study. I had written to the
Malaysian government, for instance. I had written to the
Harrisons in swrarock. And I later found out what Tom
Harrison had done with my letters. He had filed them in his
circular file as he called it. And as Louis Leakey heard
this, I imagine that he--you know--was bombarded by people
coming up to him and saying I want to do that, will you help
me. He told me to get in contact with him. He said he was
going back to Africa the next day. As it turned out, I got
home, my mother was very excited. And she said that
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somebody had called on behalf of Louis Leakey and I was to
meet tomorrow. It was--he was staying with the Travises,
Joan and Arnold. And I went over to the Travis household
and we talked and the orangutan project was essentially
initiated in the Travis livingroom. And I also want to say
a word about the Wilkey's, the Wilkey brothers in my
project. It was not only Layton Wilkey, it was Mr. Layton
and Mr. Robert Wilkey that donated to my project and have
continued to support my work and I cannot tell you how
grateful I am to them, because like Jane, like Diane, it was
Louis Leakey and the Wilkey's that made my work--our
work--possible.
JANE: Just one little point that occurs to me. We take it
for granted these days that people of either sex go out and
do field studies. But when Louis was trying to get money
for me, one of the main things--it wasn't really that I
didn't have a degree and I wasn't qualified. It was because
I was a defenseless young female going out into the wild.
And there seriously were people who told Louis that he was
practically insane, that he--that he was being irresponsible. And this wasn't the sort of thing he should do at
all. And, you know, we don't think about that sort of thing
these days. It was just his very, very far sightedness in
starting off the comparative approach that gave him, you
know, the courage of his convictions to go ahead and do it.
None of us minded but other people did.
DON JOHANSON: I think what we've just heard about is the
marvelous, graciousness that Louis carried around with him.
I spent a number of days in Nairobi on a number of occasions
with Louis shortly before his death when I was enlightening
him about the fossils we were discovering in Ethiopia. And
I can only concur with what has been said in the sense that
I think Louis viewed, not only the primatilogical work, but
even the fossil work, not so much as a competition, but as a
compliment to everything that he believed in. And if anyone
in this field has served as a catalyst to help out needy
people, interested people, it certainly was Louis. So those
of us who were fortunate enough to know him, and I knew him
not terribly well, I had dinner with him on a number of
occasions and went through some game parks with him and
talked about old bones, but those of us who knew him knew
what an absolutely wonderful person he was.
I've tried to group a couple of questions here surrounding
the mountain gorilla, but also, probably, we'll touch on
other things. One of the questions that we might--people
have asked several times is, "What was the purpose of the
poachers killing the gorillas?" Diane
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DIANE: Initially the gorillas were killed for the purposes
of Sumu. Sumu in the local dialect in Africa means black
magic. And it was a ritual. If you keep in mind this part
of Africa--central Africa--Zaire and Rwanda, is endowed with
many, many rituals of black magic. So silverbacks alone
were killed for their testicles and their ear lobes and the
distal digits of their small fingers and their tongues.
These were brewed into a concoction reputed to endow their
recipient for--with virility, the same strength and power of
the silverback. Okay now, this practice is on the decline.
And that's the only reason gorillas were killed years and
years and years ago. And when I went to Africa in '67, my
camp staff said yes their fathers did this but now their
fathers no longer doing this and they certainly don't intend
to do it boss. So you've got Sumu gone, then there was one
lady in Ruingary, that a very nearby town--close town to the
mountains. She wanted skeletons, she wanted bits and pieces
of animals boss. The Africans went out and found they were
making a lot of money by killing off animals, gorillas, and
giving it to her. Then other people started in on the head
market--the skull market, or the hand for ashtrays. That
didn't last long. That only lasted a total of three years,
and of course that's a long time. But it's not the reason
gorillas are killed now. A substitute, or the equivalent of
a sheriff, began working with and putting these poachers in
prison for very--some of them are still in there, they're
like eighteen year terms. And Ruingary prison has got a
sixty percent mortality rate: every year, we see fa ftiat.
~o okay, you got Sumu, you got the so called trophy bit.
Digit wasn't killed for trophies, he was inadvertently
killed, if you will. Them, what's the third thing down the
line? Is capture of animals for zoos. And this is the
thing that is still going on. Gogo and Pucker, we you
remember a long time ago, it's not really fair to ask you
this--but about 19--, good grief--1970 there was an article
that talked about a, two gorillas captured in the wild from
Mount Carasimbe. Their entire families were destroyed.
These two gorillas were captured for the Cologne zoo, the
Lord Mayor ordered them, and of course they died boss. Then
we got this thing right now that's going on, it's going on
today, it's gonna go on tomorrow, it's gonna go on as long
as certain people are still in control of that part of
Africa and as long as certain conservation societies are
short sighted. One gorilla dead is worth--was worth-Digit's body was worth two thousand pounds in straight cash
to the park director. Two gorillas dead was worth four
thousand pounds, sterling I'm talking about. And the more
publicity they get in killing, the more gorillas are going
to be killed. But they're are going to be known gorillas,
they're not going to be gorillas from other mountains. So
goes the study goes.
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DON JOHANSON: Diane can you offer any suggestions to anyone
tonight about where they should get involved with conservation with regard to things like gorilla, chimps, orangs?
DIANE: I think that what I really do believe in is that--I
believe right now in the Rwandasian ambassador to America.
He's a good man, he's straight. And he cares, and he's very
proud of his country. He's in Washington, D. c.
DON JOHANSON:
ambassador?
DIANE:

Right you are.

DON JOHANSON:
DIANE:

Do you think that if people wrote to the

I'm serious--

Yeah, I'm serious too.

DON JOHANSON: If you sat down tonight, before you went to
bed and wrote a note and said you were stimulated this
afternoon by hearing an extraordinary presentation and that
you would like to have him know how proud you are of his
efforts to preserve and to save the gorilla. If this man
got, I don't know how many people are here, eight hundred
letters in the mail-DIANE: Now this is a man who is--he's an honest man. I
don't know where to look, a--but you don't want to deal with
the corruptness, you don't want to just say--think of all
the people in the world that say I want to help the mountain
gorilla. So they have a dollar, they have a thousand dollars. They put it in an envelope and send it off to a conservation society without directing the use of that money.
Then you're going to have more poo shows and more fancy
trucks to carry around beer for park guards that don't work.
That's not conservation. But talking, or writing to someone
who's a really straight person, like the Rwandasian ambassador, who the well--yeah that's the most direct more to say
you care and you want direct action. This man's isn't out
to put a shlingee in his pocket. Can't spell it I haven't
got my address book with me.
DON JOHANSON: I'm sure if you just wrote to the ambassador
in the Rwanda Embassy in Washington, D. C. it would get to
him.
DIANE:

That's direct.

DON JOHANSON:

Can we move on to another question?
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Sure.

DON JOHANSON: This is a question for all of you. And I
think it is a fascinating question. How do you think your
background, your sex--your gender that is to say--race, age,
training and expectations affected the course and the conclusions of your studies. Would you like to start on that
Jane?
JANE: Well the started is easy because Dr. Leakey--and
we're back to him again, as we shall no doubt come back to
him again this evening--he felt that women made better field
observers for this kind of work. He reckoned they were more
patient and more persistent. I think it probably has
something to do with the fact that, particularly at that
time, a female was under less pressure for maintaining a
family and achieving a high sort of rank in society and
therefore was more able to spend this kind of time out in
the field on a study that had no end. At any rate, Louis
was quite particular in wanting women to do his field
research. He was also, in my case, very insistent that he
did not want me to have had a formal education, which was
lucky as I hadn't had one--I mean a degree training. He
wanted me to have an open mind. I think he was pro--I mean
there's a lot to be said for that, but unfortunately today,
with the increasing competition, the reduction in funds,
the reduction in study area people really do need their
tickets today in order to get in. But at that time it was
different. How my sex etcetera, has affected the way I
think about the animals is rather a difficult question to
answer. I have tried not to let it influence what I think.
I truly don't believe that I'm more interested in females
and their infants than I am in male dominance. I don't
think that I've allowed any of the current sorts and
philosophies about femininism, sexism and all this thing,
to influence the way I've interpreted the chimp behavior.
I've certainly tried to keep the open mind which Louis
stressed so strongly when I first began. Whether I have or
not is really up to colleagues and others to judge for me
and not me, myself.
BRUTA: Well you know, the funny thing is that Louis Leakey
believed that women made better observers of detail and now
there's very strong psychological evidence, coming out from
laboratory studies, in fact a couple of months ago we were
all, Cal Tech was very fortunate to have a symposium on
socio-biology here and there was an ardent femininist here
by the name of Jerri Levie who spoke, and she demonstrated
that there are--there is good evidence that women are actually better observers of detail and there is good evidence
that men are actually more capable of perceiving spatial
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relationships.
And she believed that these differences are
actually genetically, have a strong genetic component
related to differential domination hemispheres of the brain,
so on and so forth.
An area that I'm not--I know very
little about.
But I think it's very interesting, because I
think ultimately Louis Leakey, as Jane said, was right about
that.
What influence me is that I came from an anthropology
background so when I was looking at the orangutan I wasn't
just looking at an animal, I was looking at an animal that
was closely--or relatively closely related to humans.
And I
was looking for ways in which that animal could tell us
something about humans.
You see ultimately--our
roots--the
roots of humankind are in the tropical rainforests, they're
not in the savannas.
Ultimately the ancestors, the human
ancestors that diverged from the pongides, their ancestors
were the tropical rain forests, and it was like this
divergence, and left the tropical rain forests.
That's what
made them human.
So I felt that if we could understand what
it was that made orangutans orangutans then we could compare
that to what it was that made humans human.
And I was
always very, very aware of this.
So I looking for, you
know, minute differences in subsistence.
I was very
interested in ecology and--which is very fortunate because
orangutans spend most of their time eating so you're not
going to be all that interested in social organization.
And
I really think that Louis Leakey didn't care one way or the
other whether you had a degree, whether you didn't have a
degree--I was a doctoral candidate, essentially, when he met
me from UCLA.
He didn't care.
Didn't make any difference.
He made the decision on the person.
And I'm sort of
reminded of a comment that•Roger Fuds cite--what did he say,
he said--it was really good--he said that educated people
don't like uneducated people because they got their
ignorance the easy way.
DON JOHANSON:
A burning question, I think, for a lot of
people, is what has kept you going through all these years
of field work?
What do you consider the main personal
reward that you've gained from your studies of the animals
that you've been involved with.
DIANE:
That's very simple.
It would be the challenge
tomorrow keeps you going for today.

of

JANE:
It simply that have studied chimp for 21 years I'm
beginning to understand what kind of questions I should be
asking for the next 21 years.
BRUTA:

Curiosity,

DON JOHANSON:

that's what keeps me going.

So if you were to begin your research

now,
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knowing what you already know, what would you do differently, or what would you specifically look for? Bruta
BRUTA: If I begin--let me just--well you know I would be
far more systematic. When I began my research there was
just two of us, essentially. Rod Brindemore and myself and
we had an assistant who was--his function to cook and to do
the laundry. And we suffered, what I mean by we suffered
was that because we did not have adequate help, we did not
have adequate staff Rod Brindemore went out every morning
with his machete and chopped trails, and I went out every
morning and I searched for orangutans. And mostly I
couldn't find them. And if I had to do it over again I
would do it far more systematically, I would have far, far
more native assistants. I would try to do it in a more--a
bigger fashion I guess is what would happen. But of course,
you see, that would require funding which initially we
didn't have that much of.
DON JOHANSON: After the long years of experience studying
these primates in the wild do you find it more difficult,
any of you, to live in places that you came from?
JANE:

I don't.

DON JOHANSON: Now that you've had experiences living in
these natural habitats?
JANE: No I don't find it any more difficult than I did
before. And I think-DON JOHANSON:

Well done--

DIANE: It takes about a month to remember to flush the toilet. It was just getting to that habit--when you just get
into the habit-DON JOHANSON: The reason that I ask that question is that
so many people ask me in my lectures about the culture shock
that I had when I first went to live in the deserts of
Ethiopia for three months and I felt it was always more difficult living here. And that I had more culture shock coming back to my own society than I did going out and living
in the desert with nomads.
JANE: I think, you know, I think that the thing cushioned
the return for me--of course I loved living out--that's why
I went there in the first place, that's what I was seeking
and I found it. But coming back was always going back to a
family which, you know, was separated all over the place.
We've always been very, very close and that cushions any
impact that the world might make on you. Because even
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though the world may change, the relationships within the
family stay more or less the same. And you know--it's
interesting to diverge for a minute--that that's almost
exactly what happens, in this case males chimp, the adolescent.
He leaves his sheltered family where he's been for 8
to 10 years.
He starts traveling with the big males.
And
watching them and learning from them and imitating them.
And then the time comes, he gets into trouble, this little
whipper snapper pushing, he gets bashed or beaten up by a
big male who is redirecting his aggression.
And he goes
back to his family and he licks his wounds there and then he
goes out and starts again.
DON JOHANSON:
Several of you have spoken about the difficulty of tracing and following animals in the wild, in the
sense that they're difficult to follow in the forest, they
move quickly, difficult to spot.
Have you ever thought
about darting animals with a transmitter attached to them to
find out where these animals are roaming?
And it was a
question specifically to Bruta.
BRUTA:
Well actually I have, I have been thinking about
this because following the big adult males has been a problem that Rod Brindemore especially, addressed himself to and
now my Dyak assistants have addressed themselves to.
When
the big adult males leave the study area they move into
areas of very, very deep swamp.
And it is virtually impossible to follow them for more than two or three days.
And
have serious thought of if we really want to find out what
the home ranges of these big adults males are, we do have to
look into methods of radio telemetry, absolutely.
But this
is something that I'm thinking about, say, within the next
ten or fifteen years.
I think, technologically,
it is feasible.
But it would require, you know, utilization of airplanes, towers, so on and so forth.
DON JOHANSON:
A question for Jane Goodall.
Does anyone
have any idea why chimps refrain from killing baboons for so
long?
JANE:
No, this is another of the things, I think we can
only answer that, again, after another long spell of time.
I have a hunch, and the hunch is that baboons are also
highly intelligent social animals with a very strong social
organization with males that are very well adapted for protection.
And I think those baboons who are being constantly
chased and hunted during that period with much intensity,
simply got wise to the fact and simply organized themselves
better.
And were more successfully in repulsing the chimps
hunting behavior, which made the chimps, perhaps, move off
and hunt for easier prey.
Now why they've suddenly begun
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again, and I don't know, you have to watch these things come
and go a few times before you can begin to understand them.
And as the phases may, you know, last for three or four
years and have twice that much in between, you just have to
keep on studying, hope to get the answers in the end.
DON JOHANSON: Have any of you watched animals long enough,
over a number of years, where you could actually witness any
effects of say, inbreeding. Obviously, in the case of the
gorilla, the male individual goes out and seeks to establish
its own group, as you said Diane, which you also intimated
was a way of preventing inbreeding. Where this appears not
to be the case among chimps.
DIANE: Well, if I'm correct, so I'll just generally presume
that this dispersal of mating in individuals is to avoid the
presumed deleterious effects of inbreeding. But I really
can't say that I've been deleterious effects. I know that
11 percent of the study population has got simdatele, or
the webbing of the toes. Now that's a very, very common
feature in the Appalachias, where there's a great--there's a
high degree of inbreeding between Kentucky--I'm speaking
only about Kentuckians, because I worked in a hospital there
--and I see this in the gorillas, in one group I feel. In
another group I see simdaktele, or wall eyes. In one group
do I see a combination of semdaktele instrubesnes, but I
can't say that this webbing of the toes is deleterious, but
I would assume, from what I know from the Appalachias, that
it is a result of inbreeding.
DON JOHANSON:
lines?

Jane have you followed any groups, or any

JANE: I haven't got any information on that at all. The
young females in the Maharli Mountains where the Japanese
are doing a long term study, seem to leave the natal group
and stay in the neighboring community more frequently than
do the chimps at Gonbe who very often return. There is this
exchange. And certainly some of the females who are born
into our community and who move out and return, the first
offspring anyway, is sired by the male of another social
group. We haven't seen any effects of inbreeding that I-that I know about.
DON JOHANSON: A question for Bruta on this observation of
rape in orangutans. What is the age range of the males
involved and is there ever more than one male involved; and
there evidence of females becoming impregnated from these
encounters?
BRUTA:

Okay, the age range of males involved is, I would
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guess, say about--from about twelve to, I have seen ones-fully adult male that attempted to rape a female but he
stopped. He stopped after the female began really struggling, the subadult males do not stop. And you know, sometimes these struggles will go on for fifteen minutes. And
what was the next question? The age range the-DON JOHANSON:
involved?

Whether there was ever more than one male

BRUTA: Okay, occasionally there is more than one male
involved but they do not act in concert. So what happens is
you have a--and I'll give you a concrete example--you have
an adolescent female like Noisy. She's traveling with a
group of adolescent males, and she may be traveling with as
many as three, and they are independently following her.
She hears Nick's long call, she goes over to Nick, starts
traveling with him, starts behaving perceptively towards
him. In other words she's putting her arms around his
neck, you know, she's tweaking him, she's--you know--making
it pretty clear what she wants from Nick, right? And in the
distance these subadult males that followed her earlier,
they will be continuing their association but they will be,
you know, peering from behind tree trunks, creeping among
branches fifty meters behind. And you literally see them,
you know, sort of going like this, keeping an eye out for
the big male. And one time what I saw was that Nick saw a
subadult male in the distance, he charged out after that
subadult male. As soon as he charged off the second subadult male came in, forcibly copulated with Noisy and barely
had he finished when the third subadult male came in. As
soon as he came towards Noisy the second subadult male ran
off and the third subadult male copulated with Noisy. So
there were two that copulated with her while one sort of
took--sneaked off as a decoy. But they were not acting in
concert, they were just involved.
And the last part of the question has to do with reproductive success?
DON JOHANSON:

Yes.

BRUTA: This is a very difficult thing to document. But it
seems as though most conceptions occur in the context of a
consortship. And since it is the females who initiate the
consortships and it's the females who terminate the
consortships. This means--at least in orangutans--that
female choice seems to be a very important factor, as well
as male-male competition.
DON JOHANSON:

How long do the consortships last.
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BRUTA:
They last anywhere from three to ten days.
DON JOHANSON:
An how often does an orangutan ovulate?
BRUTA:
Well this is physiological data from captive studies--the little that I know of captive studies, once a
month.
And the consortships that I've been with adult
females, there seems to be 28 days between consortships.
And once the orangutan becomes pregnant she does not engage
in copulatory behavior at all.
It's almost as though that
whitening and swelling of the genitalia is saying to the
males, you know, it's--the chance is gone.
It's like a
signal.
JANE:

Should we carry on with that--?

DON JOHANSON:

Yes, please do.

JANE:
Because I think it's quite interesting to think of
female choice in chimpanzee society as well.
Caroline Tuttin, in fact, did her doctoral dissertation about on that.
And there's, you know, there's a good deal speculation as to
how much female choice there is.
One of the fascinating
things about the chimps is the flexibility of the mating
patterns.
You have three kinds of mating patterns.
One, I
men~ioned these briefly, the female in estrus, is in a group
and there may be all the adult males of the community, at
the moment we have seven, they may all be there in that
social group and each one of them may mate her.
Sometimes
they almost like--line up, mate her one after the other.
Particularly if there's any kind of social excitement like
arriving in a food tree.
And the adolescent males may have
a chance as well.
It depends how popular she is.
If
she's--follows a different-If there's a very popular
female in a group, and she's usually but not always one of
the older females, and one of the females who's more relaxed
in her relationship with the adult males.
She--the top
ranking male in the group at the time may show possessive
behavior toward her and he's quite successful in inhibiting
matings from other males up to a certain point.
But he
can't always be vigilant.
She has her estrus swelling for
about ten days, and probably the last four or five days
really significant when we come to the time of conception.
But, for instance, you have this group going around, Figen
who is alpha male and has been for the last seven years is
showing possessive behavior towards one the female.
Suddenly they see a group of colobus monkeys, for instance,
and this usually produces an excitement, Figen reaches out
touches his companion, his hair trunks out a bit.
They
start out hunting and three, four, five even six of those
other adult males may nip up and quickly seize a mating with
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his female who's usually quite keen to cooperate. And, you
see, the male just can't be watching that female all the
time for between five and ten days. So it's not that
successful as a mating strategy as far as the adult male's
concerned. Then you get this filo mating strategy--where
any male, whatever his rank, providing he's able to dominate
the female, which he can usually from the time he's about
thirteen, can persuade her to follow him off on a
consortship. Now Caroline Tuttin's point, and she was
arguing for quite a high degree of female choice, was that
if during the formation of the consortship, the female
didn't want to go with the male she could give pantoots and
if there were any other males nearby, they would come
rushing along, because pantoots are very individualistic,
and they would, most of them presumably know this is a
female in estrus. And providing they were of a higher rank
than her attempted abductor, the consortship would come to
an end. Well this is true, but there's some other behavior
which goes on in between periods of estrus. And Caroline
Tuttin was really only concerned with behavior during
estrus. And when a female is totally flat between periods
of swelling, when she's not receptive at all, some male may
try to take her away from the group. And one asks oneself
why. Particularly if he's a high ranking male and would
have no difficulty in taking her away when she's fully in
estrus. To give an example of the sort of behavior that can
happen, the male who is number two in the hierarchy at the
time Everett, persuaded high ranking female, Passion, to
follow him on a consortship. She was totally flat, she was
very reluctant to go and every time she hesitated and hung
back he did this branching behavior and then if she still
didn't come he would attack her. And in a period of one and
a half hours he attacked her very severely five times, till
she was completely lame. And eventually, in response to all
this screaming some adult males arrived and Everett didn't
even look back at Passion, he just went off with the adult
males. Then two weeks later she came into estrus and off
she went with Everett. And it's almost like--well it
functions like teaching--because the male is impressing his
dominance on the female. And then she's more likely to
follow him. And I gave you one example of, but we've seen
many, many examples of this. So the extent to which the
female actually is able to choose is rather questionable.
DIANE: I would only add to what Jane and Bruta say, with a
small comparison between chimpanzees and gorillas, and if
I'm correct within the chimpanzee the female has about a ten
day estrus cycle, and you want to ask what's the function
for that. Because she lives not as closely in proximity to
the male as does the gorilla. The gorilla female has a one
to three day estrus cycle. She only needs to ensure ovula-
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tion at the time of mating. Her mate is in proximity to her
because of the differences of the social structure. And
when you get right down to that, that is going to be the
answer to the variations between many of these questions
we've got--we're got one to three days estrus swelling which
gorillas no great big swelling, you know, a very, very minimal one; ten days estrus swelling a very visual thing with a
chimp who's got to say to the guy over the hill, hey guy
here I am. Okay, also we've got the length of, if I am also
correct in this, the length of copulation, actual copulation
time is much longer in the gorillas then in the chimpanzees.
And the gorillas can go, believe it or not, for twenty minutes at a time. They're very tired when it's over with but,
I mean they really do fade out, and how much intimation is
obtained during the twenty minutes I don't know, but I do
believe with the chimps it something like--what is it Jane?
JANE:
DIANE:
JANE:

Seven seconds.
Seven seconds?

You don't have--

In fact I remember one time--

DIANE: And also there would be the difference in testicle
length--penis length, right--with gorillas. There's it is-and with the chimpanzees and these guys have got--Jane's
have got to do it better, faster and--because there's so
many more of them competing for the female than is the case
with the gorilla, and again it's all down to social structure.
BRUTA: I'm sorry, I didn't mean to interrupt Diane Fossey
but it's the first time that I saw a film of chimpanzees at
Burtonwortenstein, which is a number of years ago. Jane
Goodall was showing films of chimpanzees, I said to her,
"What are they doing?" I saw chimpanzees brushing past each
other, and she said, "They're copulating." And again, with
orangutans copulation's go, can go as long as 20-30 minutes.
And when Jane Goodall says seven seconds I think she's
speaking literally.
DON JOHANSON: Here's a simple question. How do I get to
go? And I'll follow that up with a question for someone
else that says how do I give? I'll answer the second question. If people do want to contribute to these various
field projects they should make gifts to the L.S.B. Leakey
Foundation and tag them specifically for the study of
chimps, orangutans or gorillas. The first question, how do
I get to go?
DIANE:

Have you appendix out.
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JANE:
Well, I use to have many students who Gonbe studying
the chimps and the baboons.
But unfortunately, since our
kidnapping incident in 1975, I'm sure most of you remember:
four students were taken over to Zaire, it's been considered
unsafe for nonTanganyikans
to live and work at Gonbe.
And
this is why I, myself, only go there for two to three weeks
at a time.
BRUTA:
Well I think, that as Jane Goodall mentioned, you
know, the funding cutbacks and things are increasingly getting more difficult in academia, so that the only advice
that I can give, or is--simple that people have to become
graduate students, they have to become doctoral candidates,
they have to attach themselves to structures of professors
who are working in the field.
There is one alternative, and
that is several of my students did this, and that they saved
up their money, as Diane Fossey did initially-JANE:

And me--

BRUTA:
And Jane Goodall, and they came.
They came.
I mentioned somebody by the name of Sarah Loca, and this is a
woman who is an undergraduate,
she saved up her money, she
came to Borneo, and she worked with me for two or three
months.
And presumably and hopefully this experience in the
field will give her an advantage when she comes to graduate
school, when it comes to the degree qualifications.
DON JOHANSON:
This is kind of a broad question about sign
language.
What is your opinion of sign language studies
with primates, and in particular, I suppose, the individuals
that stand out are chimps and recent attempts to teach
gorillas sign language. Has there been an attempt to teach
sign languages--sign
language to wild ranging animals, aside
from orangutans?
BRUTA:
Well, this is--I am not an expert in the field, but
I--as I mentioned in my talk I did have a student who did
attempt to teach sign language, American Sign Language of
the Deaf, to ex-captive orangutans.
As a nonexpert in the
field my opinion is this:
I think that there's absolutely
no doubt that the apes are capable of elements of language.
The question is whether or not these elements colesce into
something that can somehow be identified as language.
One
of the problems is that nobody has defined language properly.
And the graduates who did the pioneering work in this
area, when they showed that Washoe was capable of linguistic
behavior similar to a one or two year old child psycholinguists apparently stepped back and said, "Wait a minute, a
one or two year old child doesn't have language."
And so
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the graduates apparently complained of language being
measured with a rubber ruler.
As far as I know, nobody has
attempted to teach wild pongides linguistic or symbolic
communi--systems
of symbolic communication.
Gary Shipiro
tried very valiantly to teach AMSL to ex-captive orangutans
and he succeeded that in the sense that Princess, the
juvenile acquired signs at the same rate the Coco the
gorilla did and Washoe the chimpanzee did at the equivalent
ages.
But you see Princess was not caged.
The only thing
that Gary had was his relationship to Princess.
He was
Princess' mother.
He was Princess' parent.
And he really
could not coerce her in any subtle way to remain dependent
on him outside of this relationship.
And gradually Princess
just started wandering off into the trees and she started
losing interest in her lessons.
And it's terribly boring
for a small child.
So can you imagine a free ranging
orangutan having to sit to learn signs.
And she learned
thirty signs eventually, but--and she did use, she did
combine them to ask to food or for contact.
And my feeling
is that the phenomena is real--it exists--but the problem is
not so much the apes, the problem is us.
If we can--if we
can conceptualize ways of getting past the motivational
problems, the fact that there is no reason for apes to learn
language or--if we can overcome that obstacle.
That's the
main obstacle.
DON JOHANSON:
Speaking about language, I don't know if any
of you have read Kessler's book Janus, but he makes an
interesting point about language.
He says that he probably
--he feels that language is probably the greatest impediment
ever to the development of human beings.
He says that language is a way of articulating prejudice.
And it is a way
of developing ideologies which can be good or they can be
bad.
And he uses an interesting primate example that I'll
throw out that just came to mind.
In Japan some Mekaks that
have been observed for many years, and one group began, they
were being provisioned with sweet potatoes, and one group,
as so often happens in primate groups--innovation
is often
started by the young individuals, the offspring--they
started washing their sweet potatoes.
And this one troop of
mekaks would systematically go down to the edge of the water
and wash its sweet potatoes off, whereas the adjacent group
did not do that.
And Kessler says, ''Can you imagine if they
had language?
The one group would say 'Look at those dirty
mekaks over there, they don't even wash their sweet potatoes."'
Jane, how do chimps react to the death of familiar
individuals?
JANE:
We haven't very often seen adults die, they disappear
and after a while we assume they're dead.
But we have seen
this happen in a few instances.
One which was described in
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detail by David Telekee where an adult male was doing one of
these charging displays, this time in a tree, poor chap
jumped on a branch which broke and he fell, hit his head on
a rock and broke his neck and the other individuals came
down, they were clearly very disturbed by this, they displayed, they hurled rocks, I believe one of them actually
stamped on the body.
Very, very worked up and excited.
They gave their alarm call, then they sat round giving the
quieter disturbed calls and eventually they left the body.
Two other individuals, adults that we found dead were simply
curled up near some water and in each case, when the body
was found by another small group, their were just these
little "whoo, whoo, whoo" and they stared, and after sitting
around for ten-fifteen minutes moved away.
I think one of
the most--people often ask this question, of course, because
they are interested in burial, which has been observed in an
elephant, it's not been observed so far in a chimp.
I
always say so far because the chimps always do something if
I ever say that don't do it.
But the most interesting
observation I have on reaction to death--and again this
comes close to what people are interested in which is--is
there any concept of death in a nonhuman species, concerns
two mothers; one was a young mother and she lost her first
infant when the baby was about three months old and this
female was under observation on and off for three days, all
mothers carry their dead babies, at least all that we've
seen so far, and as she carried this baby she treated it
just as though it was alive.
That is she cradled it in the
correct ventral-ventral
position, when she sat down she
cradled it in her lap or laid the body very carefully on the
branch beside her.
Soon as she moved she picked it up, and
there was this tremendous care, and then eventually the body
was abandoned.
Now the second mother was the old female
Olly, you saw her in the film, and certainly Olly had lost
at least one infant before this particular incident
occurred, was a very long gap in the ages of her other two
offspring.
This baby sickened in the polio epidemic which
we had in 1966.
He was one month old and he lost the use of
arms and legs.
And I followed that pair for around three
hours while the baby was still alive and screaming but powerless to grip; and that mother behaved the same way as the
one I described, very, very tender--if I can use that word-every time she sat she would be very careful to arrange
these little limp palms and legs so that she didn't crush
them.
And every time she moved the baby was held in the
correct position, when the baby screamed, which it did often
as though it was in great pain.
She would be concerned,
she'd sit down, she'd cradle and groom the child.
Then she
climbed into a tree, began grooming her daughter Gilka and
during that time--first of all there was a terrific rain
storm, which wasn't really relevant, except that it meant it
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was impossible to observe closely because you can't use your
binoculars; and secondly the baby during that time either
lost consciousness or died. There's no way one can tell.
But it stopped screaming and even its head was limp. Now
when the mother climbed down from that tree the change in
her attitude, to the baby, was one of the most striking
things I think I've ever seen at Gonbe because although she
carried it--this is mine I have to take it around--no longer
was it a baby to be nurtured. She flung the body over her
shoulder. She picked it up by one leg. When she sat down
she let it drop to the floor. And in this way off she went
with this little bundle of dead chimp. And I think, quite
clearly, this shows that there is at least a perception of
being alive and not being alive. And how we like to relate
that to our own concept of death I'm not quite sure, it's a
fascinating point.
DON JOHANSON:
gorilla?

Diane, do you have any observations on the

DIANE: Well like Jane, also I have seen gorillas mothers
carry their corpses--the corpses of their babies for up to
three days, and treat them very gently. The reason they
eventually discard them is one of--the difficult of traversing in this terrain--it is very hard to carry a corpse, for
a gorilla, and continue climbing up slopes that have a 50
degree angle. They just leave the corpses go eventually,
usually in the day nest or the night nest. I find it,
myself, very, very hard to answer this question. Do gorillas have a concept--or do nonhuman primates have a concept
of death. I have seen primaparas mothers resort to juvenile
type behavior 24 hours after their infants have been killed.
And I wonder whether or not they're trying to reinforce the
social bonds within their group or are they just finally
feeling freed of this 24-hour a day burden that took them
away from being young adults in the first place. I really
would hesitate very much to say--I've seen older animals
show--and I put the word "remorse" in quotes because of the
facial expressions and lack of feeling--remorse quote when
an older animal in the group within whom they depended upon
died. So the animal quits feeding, sits up in a tree and
looks over in the direction of the body. I've seen groups
stop their usual patterns of movement when an infant or, yes
an infant--an infant, a female or a silverback died and they
would make circles around the animal for about a day and a
half. But then they had to move on to feed. Burial I have
never seen.
BRUTA: Well I think orangutans, perhaps, may have a dim
awareness of something. They are solitary and I have seen a
female--adult female--who carried her infant, who had died
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of a disease, and it was my experience was totally unlike
Jane's because in life orangutans treat their infants relatively obliviously, relatively roughly. In fact someone
once said that orangutans mothers are carrying out classic
Harlow depravation type experiments on their infants. You
know the Harlow experiments where, you know, recismucoks
were put on wire-cloth surrogate mothers, so on and so
forth. And this was true of this particular female. She
was quite rough with the infant when the infant was alive.
But as soon as that infant died it was as though she--I had
never seen such tenderness--I have never seen an orangutan
behave that way. That mother groomed the corpse, she ate
the maggots off of it, she sucked the eyeballs, she carried
it for such a long time the eyeballs of the infant actually
popped out, they were like this--it was grotesque, I saw her
sucking the eyeballs, grooming the corpse. I have never
seen such intensive grooming behavior by an orangutan in my
whole life. And she carried that corpse--carcass--very
tenderly, gently is the word, perhaps, I seek. Gently. And
then many days later, when she left one night nest she left
the infant--in the morning when she left the night nest and
we went back to the night nest and we chopped it down and
that infant carcass was a mummy, it was dry. And then
within a few hours the flies got at it and it just
deteriorated and it started smelling. And so my experiences
with orangutans has been very different. The other
experience has been that ex-captive rehabilitants started
killing, and his behavior towards an infant that he killed
was very, very different from the behavior of the other
orangutans. As though he had a dual awareness of something.
DON JOHANSON: How do you feel, all three of you, about
zoos, game preserves in the United States that have been
setup like lion country, and so forth? Would you prefer to
see gorillas still in existence in these sorts of places or
to have them go extinct in the wild?
Kind of a difficult question isn't it?
JANE: I can make a very general comment. I hate seeing
chimps in zoos, caged, dressed up, acting--anything like
that, as anyone who's worked with an animal in the wild does
because it loses it's dignity. Again, you know, if you're
facing the fact that here, over here there are lots of
chimps breeding--and I'll talk about chimps--and people do
learn from going to zoos, it is something which I think is
quite meaningful for a child. Okay, then there are zoos and
zoos. There are zoos that are little concentration camps
and there are other zoos that at least try to provide areasonable habitat for their chimp groups. And one of the zoos
that I've begun an association with is in Portland, Oregon.
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And I think Marion Utah whose been working with that chimp
group is here tonight. And that zoo really is trying to do
the best it can for a group of animals, two groups actually
one of which was rescued from little chimps have been
brought up as pets and then abandoned as they nearly always
are because people find when they get to about five or six,
they begin to get dangerous--aggressive, all that sort of
thing--because they're being all the time restricted. And
it's a very interesting project indeed. I don't want to go
into it any deeper than that. And I don't like to think of
this stark alternative, chimps in captivity or no chimps
because I don't quite know what I'd choose.
DIANE: I think Jane said it when she said there are zoos
and zoos. And I mean that is the answer to that question in
a word. And she spoke of the example for the chimpanzee
that she's got--a period of captivity, the place of captivity was good. All right, I would also say the Seattle
Woodland Parks zoos has got extraordinary gorilla facility.
Okay, Jane said it in those few words--there are zoos and
zoos.
DON JOHANSON: Question that's come up a couple of times
here for Diane is, Do free ranging gorillas regurgitate and
reeat their food as so many captive gorillas do in zoos?
DIANE:

No.

DON JOHANSON:
times.

I don't know why, that's appeared three

DIANE: Three times. Well all the gorillas in captivity, it
seems to me are going around regurgitating their food. They
haven't got anything else to do. That reflects, that
reflects on the environment in which they live. Quite
frankly, I do believe this. It reflects on their environment. No, in captivity I have never seen a gorilla regurgitate its food and--what's the word R&R--regurgitate and-DON JOHANSON:

Read.

DIANE:

Read?

Read?

DON JOHANSON:

Read, Jane you wanted to say--

DIANE: And the point is that I have also, when you track
animals and you're looking and analyzing the trail routes
very carefully, if this had been the case, I certainly would
have noticed it over the past thirteen years.
JANE:

Just one word about eating feces in the wild.
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Normally never.
In fact, if you as in the film, if any dirt
gets on them they quickly wipe it off.
But when Flo got
very old I was having great difficulty finding food in the
summer because in the--dry season, rather, when the food was
more scarce--she did began to pick undigested fruit remains,
seed remains out of her own and other individuals feces.
And her son Flint imitated this.
And just from time to time
we see this behavior and every time it's appeared in a
mother the infant has imitated the behavior.
I think in two
cases this has been responsible for transmission for some
kind of gastrointeritis
in the mother to the infant.
And
one of those infants, in fact, died.
We don't know that it
died from eating its mother's feces, but basically they
don't do it.
DON JOHANSON:
Okay, we're running out of time and I think
that it would be useful to maybe spend the rest of our time
addressing the overall broad question of the evening, which
is:
How useful are your studies of contemporary apes for
modeling early hominid behavior.
And I would like to ask
each of you to comment specifically on your own field projects with regard to models for early hominid behavior.
DIANE:
The gorilla--the cohesiveness of the gorilla group
and the tightness of the kinship bonds are the most striking
aspect of this animal's social structure.
And they make it
unique amongst all nonhuman primates.
And I would like to
think that once upon a time the early hominids also lived in
these tightly kinship genealogically linked groups.
And I
see my gorillas as just carrying on what once upon a time we
inherited.
They have almost more closeness and more
cohesiveness than human beings do in their protection and
defense of one another.
BRUTA:
I think that the usefulness of all the hominid
studies is that it's only by comparing them with us, only
then that we can tell what is unique about humans.
If we
didn't have our closest living cousins to compare ourselves
too we would have no idea what it is that makes us human.
And I don't think that you can actually take any one of the
great apes and use it, or even the lesser apes, and use it
or them as a model for hominid behavior, early hominid
behavior.
Early hominids were something very, very different.
And the differences that made them human made them
hominid.
But I think that it is always important to remember these differences, whereas was pointed out earlier by
Don Johanson, very deeply rooted in a pongid base.
If our
ancestors had been monkeys I think that the way we humans
would be now would be very different.
Or if our ancestors
had been carnivores we would be very different.
But our
ancestors were frugivorous large tropical rain forest
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dwellers and this must have had an effect on the way
that--what was the very nice term you used on their
evolutionary trajectory-- must have had an effect. And I
don't think that we can take any of the great apes and use
them as a model. And ironically, as Jane Goodall pointed
out to me, that perhaps it is the pigmy chimpanzee not the
orangutan, but the common chimpanzee not the gorilla that
will prove to be the best quote unquote model. Or perhaps
its the gibbon because the gibbon nears very many factors,
very many, how do I call it?
DON JOHANSON:
BRUTA:

Now gibbons are pair bonding, aren't they?

Yes gibbons are pair bonded.

DON JOHANSON:

They're monogamous.

BRUTA: Monogamous, territorial and they near a lot of the
traits that some people have said were important in our own
evolution.
JANE: I'll follow along with that. I think clearly in our
own human behavior we see traits that are derived, which are
similar to all the great apes that we've talked about.
They're more like the gorillas in that--I mean that humans
are more like gorillas in the structure of the family
because there is the male part of his family group, at least
the humans of today. But at the same time it is interesting
to me to consider the chimpanzee in relation to early man,
because as Don pointed out earlier--at least I'm not sure if
he did or not--but we have suprafossil record and Lucy fills
in a nice gap, a little upright sort of man ape creature.
But we can't fossilize behavior, I believe you said that.
So that although we can have a nice picture of how they
looked and to some extent what they ate because of the teeth
and the structure of the jaws. We can't really get any idea
about how they behaved except by this comparative study
which is, after all, why Louis Leakey wanted us to do it.
So it is interesting to explore a little bit along the lines
that he had in mind when he initiated my study 21 years ago.
The chimp--and I going to talk about the chimp because this
is what I know about--the chimp is a close relative, the
closest living relative. Some the similarities in behavior
you saw in the film and slides. Some that I didn't mention
which are equally striking, for instance, the family, the
close ties that exist between family members where you can
have a fully adult son of 25 years of age having an
extremely close and supportive relationship with his mother.
He can defend her, she can defend him. And even though the
father doesn't take part in this family unit in other ways,
it's very like many family units. And then in the nonverbal
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communication patterns, and we haven't really touched on
them in any of the apes, which is an awful pity. Some of
the patterns of these chimps--and many of you will remember
them--are almost uncanny in their similarity, not only to
the gestures we use, but the context in which we use them.
For instance, when a chimp is frightened, he's scared he has
this grin and he'll reach out and hold his companion as a
child may do when it's frightened in the dark. When one
chimp is upset, has been perhaps reprimanded by another, he
crouches submissively and in response the more dominant one
usually reaches out with a gesture which serves to reassure
the subordinate one and you can see him relaxing. When two
chimps are suddenly very excited, when they see monkeys to
hunt or strangers over the hill or a sudden beautiful pile
of food they will hug one another, kiss, squeak, indulge in
a sort of orgy of this contact behavior which is so
important for them. As indeed it is for us. And sometimes
their behavior reminds you of nothing more than a crowd of
people at a football match, all this hugging and screaming
and thumping one another on the back. And if we take some
of these patterns that we find in our own species today,
modern man, and in modern chimp, and if we suppose that
going back, never mind how many millions of years, there is
a common ancestor. It is possible, of course, that the
patterns have evolved in parallel but it's equally possible
that those same patterns that we share today were present in
the early ancestor, the common ancestor. And if they were
behavior--present in the common ancestor them they were
present in early man himself. And, for me, I just like it,
I like to think about nutcracker man living, greeting his
wife when she has been away from him for a while, with a hug
or a kiss. I like to think of old granny, perhaps looking
after her daughter's child during the day. All the sort of
patterns that we see in the chimp today helps me to bring
alive these fossils that people like Louis and Don spend so
much of their time searching for to make this absolutely
fantastic fossil and artifact record. So I think that
Louis' ideal has been realized by these great ape studies.
DON JOHANSON:

Thank you very much Jane.

I think that--

BRUTA: All right, I just would like to say just one word
and that is that reading Lovejoy's article I was very
pleased that much of his thesis is actually based on Jane
Goodall's and other planetitologists observations of primary
behavior. This is where he took off.
DON JOHANSON: Well I think with that we've come full
circle. We've talked about millions of years in the
beginning. And we've talked about the interface of fossils
and our living cousins. And with the last two comments have
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so eloquently put this whole reason for being here together,
man and ape, I'd like to bring this evenings session to a
close. But before I let you go I'd like to say there is one
lecture left in the Leakey lecture series which is called
the "Right Whale". Roger Payne will be talking about this
on May 26th. And I would like to especially thank everyone
today for what I think is one--was one of the most superb
programs that the Leakey Foundation has ever presented. And
I want to congratulate all of you for being so gracious and
sitting so quietly through a really marathon session about
man and ape. Thank you very much.

